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PREFACE

In uctober of 1985, t h e cult Project was the
recipient of a research grant contribution provided
by Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada .

The pur-

pose of this research, according to the contribution
arrange ment with the Ministry, was to "undertake
research into the solicitation techniques empl oyed
by charitable and not-for-profit organizations appearing to exploit rather than fu l fill the expectations they
create."

The time frame in which the Cult Pro j ect was to

conduct this research was six months, approximate l y,
between October 1985 to April 1986.
The Cult Project is a non-denominational, nonprofi t organization, .operating under the auspices
of the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation of iflontreal , Inc.

SECTION A
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INTRODUCTION

To define which charities and nonprofit groups could be
considered as 'exploitive', would be a task both difficult and
unrealistic.

However, certain fundraising methods

have genera-

ted complaints from the public to the Cult Project and other organizations in Canada over the years.

These complaints have been nu-

merous, and prompted us to take the opportunity provided by Consumer
and Corporate Affairs' contribution, to attempt to evaluate the diversity qnd magnitude of this

phenome~on

across Canada.

It was

decided that the most effective approach to this issue area was to
conduct a fact-finding mission through consultation with various
vOluntary organizations, government agencies, and individuals
throughout Canada.

These groups would hopefully assist us to define

and list the various methods of nonprofit fundraising currently being
used; methods which may be used for both benign and exploitive
purposes.
To the best of our knowledge, this was the first time a study
of this nature had been conducted in Canada on a national scale.
This might explain the reaction of certain organizations we consulted,
who had little concrete information to share with us, but were nevertheless most interested in the results of this study.
to rear its familiar face

This factor was

throughout the course of our research.

Although we were certainly able to determine that fraudulent or misleading solicitation practices occur fairly frequently in most major
Canadian urban centres, few organizations had compiled enough concrete
data on the issue to give us a sound assessment of the situation.
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Few organizations exist in Canada who handle complaints, or who
represent consumer interests regarding nonprofit solicitation.
~,lany

requests for information are received by the Cult Project

fro m other provinces, or we are used as a referral service for
compl aints and inquiries.

Since so few forums for deal ing with

these complaints ex ist, there is little wonder why so few compl aints
are fi l ed.

Some of the organizations who have attempted to provide

services to consumers in this area have fe l t frustrated by current
government l egislative restrictions, or by a l ack of enforcement of
ex isting l egislation.
~.~ontreal

However, the recent undertakings of one

consumer organization illustrates an i mportant point: In

1983, ACEF (Association Cooperative d'Economie Familiale) began to
provide the Montreal public with information and services concerning
courses so l d by certain non-professional therapies and mind deve l opment groups.

To date they have received over 300 complaints

from consumers, most of them concerning reimbursements.
There current l y exist in Canada over 53,000 registered charities.
Non-registered organizations who solicit in Canada or others who
fundraise via u.S. airwaves probably swell this number considerab l y.
The National

Religious Broadcasters Association in the U.S. c l aims

that revenues fro m the 'electronic church' may be as high as $2
billion dollars per annum.
Canadian do l lars.

f:Iuch of this money comes in the for m of

Paul Tuz, President of the Canadian Counci l of

Better Business Bureaus, recently claimed that as much as 40 percent
of charitabl e donations may not be being used directly for the programs for which they were originally intended .

-3Whatever the accuracy of these figures, there is little doubt
that charity represents a lucrative enterprise for some individuals
and organizations.

Competition between some of these charities,

or simpl y a lack of scruples by others has given rise to some very
questionable fundraising ethics.

This study intends to provide an

overview and understanding of this situation.
A final note of clarification.

Some of the groups examined in

this study were religious organizations, others were secular in nature.

Names of these organizations and their representatives have

been omitted so as not to single out any

particular one.

This

report should in no way be considered as an attack on the religious
or other personal beliefs of any group or individual.

The report

is intended to evaluate fundraising and solicitation methods, not
beliefs, albeit the line between the two, we
times a fine one.

discover~d,

is some-

We strongly recommend that any organization who

plans any form of action, legislation or

o~her

activity based on

the content of this report take into serious consideration the protection of religious and other civil liberties in Canada.
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· A total of 245 agencies, associations and individuals were
contacted, either by mail, telephone or personal interview.
· Questionnaires (copy included in annex) were mailed to 80
organizations in the vOluntary and consumer sector, outlining
research objectives and areas of inquiry.
· Ap proximately 140 personal interviews were conducted during
the course of the research period.

These included meetings

with:
- 9 provincial government consumer officials

- 12 law enforcement agencies (briefer contact with 33 others)
- 100 individuals (professors, psychologists, media, marketing
experts, representatives of groups in the voluntary sector,
etc. )
- religious groups, i.e. Canadian Council of Churches, Canadian
Conference of catholic Bishops, canadian Jewish Congress, etc.
- federal government representatives from the CRTC, Revenue
Canada, SolicItor General, Canadian International Development
Agency, Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Minister of Justice,
Health and Welfare canada, Customs, Immigration etc.
TRAVEL

. The territory of cities covered for this project extended to:

'"
-::;-

Vancouver,
Victoria,
Calgary,
Edmonton,
Saskatoon,
~il ontreal ,

B.C.
B. C.
Alta.
Alta.
Sask.
Que.

London, Onto
Guelph, Onto
Toronto, Onto
ottawa, Onto
Hull,
Que.

:'IIETHODOLOGY RESTRICTIONS
Though no one will deny that a six-month research period
produces a good exploratory overview of non-profit solicitation
in Canada, it is also true that such a relatively short time-frame
cannot respond to a comprehensive treatment of the sub j ect matter.
At issue in this l atter concern is the fundamental assessment of
independant variables on non-profit solicitation techniques.

Exten-

sive research would still be required to provide the causal ity and
effect factors of such solicitation practices.

For examp l e, this

study could not permit itself to probe the independant social variab l es of gender, age, socio-economic status, demographics, etc., on
solicitation practices.
Time restrictions prohibited visits to manitoba, the At l antic
provinces, and other major urban centers.

Al though these regions

were contacted by mail to incorporate their specific concerns about
the issue area, questionnaires seldom generate a very high resp onse
percentage.

.SECTION B

-6DIRECT MAIL

" My Dear Friend,
Please send

~20

at once.

I will explain all about it when

I answer your letter.
Sincerely with love,
L

-'

"

Not all direct mail appeals are quite so simple as the above
one received by a Toronto resident from a U.S. TV evangelist.

The

marriage of direct mail to high-tech computer software and slick
marketing strategies has developed into a sophisticated art form.
Nowadays, appeals by post include surveys and questionnaires, petitions, unordered merchandise, telegram look-alikes, matching gift
appeals and a whole assortment of marketing gimmickry.

A non-profit

group can hire a company to expand its donor base with the use of just
a computer, government census statistics, and lists of postal codes.
with these three tools the company can provide a breakdown of potential donors which match the age, education, lifestyle and income
bracket of your existing donor lists.

The use of television acts

basically as an information-gathering medium for which donor appeal
strategies can be developed for later use during direct-mail solicitation.

This format is especially true of many TV evangelists.

'Insight', a pUblication of the U.S. Council of Better Business
Bureaus, lists the following anecdote of direct mail run amok:

-7"In Spring of 1981, a Florida financial institution complained on behalf of Mrs. S. 'an elderly widow in failing health' whom it served as trustee. The
trustee wrote that Mrs. S. 'has been receiving an overwhelming amount of solicitation mail. We have tried
several avenues to bring this problem to a halt, but
to no avail and she continues to be harassed .•• We
are now appealing to you for assistance. Can you
assist us in getting Mrs. (S's) name removed from all
lists, past, present and future?'
A 'sampl e' of the solicitations showed current appeals from some 300 fund raising groups. In one week
alone, :Vlrs. S . received 113 appeals from 58 organizations, with as many as 15 duplicates from the same
group ...
... But the explanation of her plight soon became
clear: Mrs. s. gave in response to most appeals.
In past years, she supported a number of good causes, but as years advanced she became less able to distinguish mass direct mail appeals from personal letters,
and one cause from another. By the spring of 1981, ~trs.
S. was solicited by and giving to organizations promoting
sharply conflicting points of view.
And once she gave, she was again approached. Giving
again, the follow-up appeals proliferated. Like the story of the sorcerer's apprentice, the original solicitations multiplied geometrically until cause and effect were
blurred and all that remained was an unending chain of
appeals to which she felt morally obliged to respond. She
became a victim of her own generosity.
Some people, out of sheer exasperation, resort to rather imaginative, if not desperate measures to resolve problems created by

-8unwanted solicitations.
One person, whose mother "almost gave the family farm away"
to a TV evangelist, programmed his personal computer to automatically
dial the evangelist's Watts number every thirty seconds over a period
of nine months •..

a total of about 500,000 silent calls at a cost

to the evangelist of about $1 each.

(Newsweek, Jan. 6, 1986)

Other recipients of unwanted mail have attempted to declare
themselves deceased in order to put a halt to the barrage of solicitations they've received.

But even death is no guarantee of immu-

nity from the direct mail plague.

In many instances the appeals

continued.
Although many nonprofit groups will honour an individuals
request to be removed from a mailing list, others deliberately
ignore these requests, claiming that they have no control over who
receives solicitations.

More responsible organizations and fundrai-

sers feel that this attitude will eventually undermine the credibility
of charities in general, and may provoke government intervention.

Many

other organizations are also attempting to cut down on the rising number of multiple and duplicate solicitations.
The groups with which this research project was concerned also
exhibited a considerable degree of vague and misleading information
within the context of their direct-mail solicitation.

Certain evange-

lists and new relief agencies use words like "ministry", "relief", or
"immediate aid" as the only description of the programs they propose.
Other l etters would depict extremely graphic scenes of suffering and
disease, or were heavily laden with guilt and emotionalism, but
again gave little information as to the measures taken to remedy

-9these situations:
Christmas 1985
"DAar Mrs. 1_

_I

Christmas is coming and I sincerely do not want to
do or say anything to disturb your Christmas -- or to rob
you of the joys you and yours are experiencing at this
wonderful time of year.
But as this Christmas approaches, Mrs.
I know you share my concern for the health and happiness of the little children that depend on you and me
for their very existence.
That's why I cannot, with a clear conscience, fail
to ~ake this last effort before Christmas to plead with
you on their behalf.
As you know, the worst drought in living memory has
swept parts of Africa during this past year. Serious
food shortages have forced us to provide extra assistance
and have strained our budgets to the limit.
Our teams are working feverishly. We've set-up
intensive feeding programs to fight malnutrition.
Food and medicine are being distributed daily to the
most remote and severely affected areas.
But, as I write you this letter, we need 600,000
dollars to cope with the extra demands being placed on
our relief efforts.
:~s. r
] , we know that this whole situation is
painful, not just for those who are suffering but for you
as well.
Believe me, we know how it hurts to go to bed at
night knowing that others have not eaten all day --- and seeing pictures on TV, reading frightening
statistics about the numbers dying can be overpowering
Let's face it. The problem is undeniably alarming
-- so all year long we've refused to slow down our
emergency aid.

-10Now we are facing a real dilemma.
In 15 days, our worst nightmare may come true.
There may not be enough food or medicine for the chi l dren
this Christmas.
And with one disaster following another it is easy
to see why the money just doesn't stretch.
But, we can't turn our backs on these f~~ilies now.
We've held their dying children in our arms.
We've cared for the little children
abandoned
by parents who could no longer feed them or bear to
watch them die.
You know, we've always been there in the past -flown into the hardest to reach places
never duplicating
relief efforts.
But now I am truly afraid. Unless we get some special
help by Christmas, no one will be there to feed the children.
I , I am appealing to you to help
So, Mrs. 'them again. Even though you may have already given
recently, so much is at stake!
Mrs. I:
I , the next few days are crucial.
We must act fast.
It does not take long to deliver the emergency
food supplies but we must hear from you today.
And although I hesitate to ask you this, could you
possibly send a special emergency gift of $100 or more.
If my request is too large, please send whatever you
can, Mrs.
But please help me now. I must hear from you
right away.'
Yours for the children,

-,
P.S. Please send your gift in the enclosed envelope.
And please pray for the children this Christmas. "

-11-

A surprising amount of misinformation can be compiled into
a direct mail pamphlet. The following example originated from
a U.S. animal rights group:
.. TOR T U R E
- BY PUBLIC DEMAND 30,000,000 animals suffer a lingering and agonising death
in steel-toothed traps each year, to provide skins for the
fur trade. The number who escape (by biting off the
crushed and infected leg), or are discarded, probably swell
this figure to 100 millions.
To make JUST ONE FUR COAT will require the slaughter of one
of the following groups:
12 Baby Ocelots
15 Lynx
25 opossu."llS
40 Raccoons
65 mink

These figures represent
hundreds of hours of
unspeakable misery.

Trapped animals die in the following ways:
Exposure - which can take weeks or even months; a combination
of pain, terror and blood loss; being eaten by a predator;
having their heads smashed in by the trappers' clubs - or
perhaps, the animal, maddened by pain, bites through the flesh,
bone and sinew of its own limb and escapes.
Did you know that
THE SABLE is caught in a trap which freezes its tongue to a
sheet of metal baited with food.
THE SPOTTED CAT (e.g. Lynx, ocelot) is 'finished off' in its
trap by a redhot poker in the anus - this does not damage
the costly pelt:
BROADTAIL is the fur of a prematurely born lamb, whose birth
has been induced by beating the pregnant mother.
HELP TO STOP THIS NOW

-12-

Allan Herscovici. a ]ontreal journalist. broadcaster, and
author of "Second Nature": The Animal Rights controversy exaInined
the aforementioned flyer and made these observations:
a)

*

b)

*

c)

*

d)

*

e)

*

f)

*

'Steel-toothed traps' are no longer manufactured in
North America, and are not used by trappers today.
Most trappers, out of economic necessity, check their
traps frequently, so the number of animals who escape
by "biting off the crushed and infected leg" is a
very small proportion. In addition, conibear. (quick
kill-) or underwater traps are required by law in some
provinces, making "wring off" a thing of the past. At
any rate, few animals will bite off their limbs, and
none will bite through bone.
The number of unwanted animals caught in traps is
also low, due to better trap design, as well as where
and how they are set.
The number of animals required to make a fur coat is
exaggerated, and most mink are ranched, not trapped.
Regarding "exposure-which can take weeks or even months",
again, refer to (b). Smashing an animal's head in
would damage the product.
Herscovici states that the killing and trapping methods
described for the sable, spotted cat and broadtail are
"absolutely ludicrous". No trapper in his right mind
would resort to such methods.

An interesting point about these types of direct mail appeals
is that the programs the groups are carrying out or the issues they
protest are usually found in countries too far away for the average
donor to acquire sound verification of their validity.

Few indivi-

duals have the opportunity to make the voyage to the Canadian North
to observe trapping conditions, or travel to Africa to monitor the
sponsoring organization's relief efforts.

And both the trapper in

-13the bush and the starving child in Ethiopia are hardly in any
position to either verify or decry the organization's claims.
Some unscrupulous groups exploit this opportunity for misrepresentation and sensationalism.
Another factor about direct mail is its intensely personal
nature.

Many recipients of some appeals are urged to ttread this

letter by yourself tt , or ttdon't tell anyone, this is just between
you and mett.

Information in direct-mail solicitations is not open

to the public debate forum;

it is decentralized, making it difficul t

to monitor, and lowers the percentage of complaints.

ttNobody else

seems to be complaining, so I guess it's not a widespread problem".
Other groups prepare their members and donors in advance
against criticism and adverse publicity.

They may at times devote

an entire mailing to ttmedia conspiracies tt against their organizations.

Some even use this opportunity for further fundraising:

ttYES, JOE. I STAND WITH YOU IN THIS E;'IlERGENCY
And Against This Media Attack! It Must Not
Succeed. The vital ministry of
must not be destroyed.
Here i~ my emergency help of $
to
keep the work going in the face of these attacks.
Please bill my credit card.
Optional: te l ephone * _______________________
Best. time to reach me:
Please send your tax-deductible gift to:
Camarillo. CA. 93011-6008
U94598 WAY 204 5UAALS 012985
Walnut Creek

CA 94598 tt
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STREET .AND DOOR-TO-DOOR SOLICITATION
For many new religious movements and mind-development groups,
street and door-to-door fundraising is a major source of income.
In some groups, considerable pressure is placed on members to
bring in the money, giving rise to overzealous solicitation, misrepresentation, and at times, fraud.

The Ontario government, in its 1980 "Study of Mind Development Groups, Sects and Cults in Ontario" reported:

"For most groups, the most common way to raise money
is through collections on public streets or going house to
house.

Evidence submitted to the study indicated that in-

dividual members of one major religious movement collected
up to $300 to $400 a day by these means.

Anyone who visits

the centre of any major Ontario city likely has been approached by group members for a donation or asked to buy a
candle, flower, pamphlet or other item.

The approach of-

ten is open and direct with the solicitor announcing his affiliation or displaying a card that indicates it.

Unusual

dress, literature and other items may also identify the solicitor as a member of a cult, sect, mind development group,
or new religion.

However, the passer-by is not always clear-

ly made aware that he is being asked to contribute to one of
these movements. This was the experience of some people whom
the study assigned to walk through downtown Toronto and report on their encounters with representatives of various

-15groups.

In these and other statements made to the study,

people, approached for donations by two or three different
groups in Toronto, said affiliations were obscured or denied.

The name of the group may be buzzed past the pros-

pective contributor's awareness while he still is recovering from the mild surprise of being unexpectedly stopped
or even physically intercepted by a stranger.

He may be

told the corporate name or acronym of the group but not
the name known to the public.

Or, the potential contri-

butor may be asked to donate to a child welfare program
or other charitable cause by a solicitor, who does not identify the movement unless pressed to do so.

In fact, mem-

bers of an Eastern group with unique attire sometimes wear
business suits when soliciting so passers-by will not shun
them.
An adherent of an Eastern religious group, who told

the study about his soliciting on the street, said:

'You'd sometimes tell people it was for children
or some charity.

Rarely did people know it was

'g oing to (the gro.up).
the person.

But you can't criticize

A lot of members are so interested

in making a lot of money for the movement that
they decide to mislead people.
about it among themselves. 'It

Members talk

-16Deceptive solicitation, however, does not always stem from the
zealousness of the individual.

Some groups have established a

wei

they dichotomy regarding the 'outside world' which they consider
to be 'evil', 'satanic', or 'unenlightened' at best.

Therefore

these beliefs may justify deception and coercion, since one is only 'stealing from Satan and giving to God', or some other religious
or metaphysical equivalent.
One member of an organization with this attitude towards fundraising travelled B.C. and Alberta, covering both small towns and
major centres with a five-person mobile solicitation team.

Selling

flowers which were flown into Canada every 2-3 days from the group's
base in California, the ex-member claimed that the 5 individuals
could raise collectively up to $2,000, to $2,500 per day.

He sta-

ted that the group used various approaches to prospective donors,
such as passing themselves off as community projects, youth groups,
etc. but seldom using the real name of the organization.

Travel

plans were carefully mapped out in advance, so as to continuously
advise the group leaders as to the team's whereabouts.

One girl

with the team was especially adept at the art of Short-changing
donors, and passed on these talents to the others in the group.
When donors became suspicious of the existence of the 'project',
they were simply informed that these programs were being conducted
in a nearby town.

At any rate, the team seldom stayed in anyone

place long enough to call attention to themselves.
The Ontario study comments further on deception and fraud as
being part of the belief system of certain movements:

-17"From the leadership training manual of an international religious movement comes this discourse on contented cash:
'Do you like to make green bills happy?

When green

bills are in the hands of fallen man, can they be happy?
Why don't you make them happy?
crying.

So many green bills are

Have you ever heard them crying?

You must hear.

Not yet?

They are all destined to go to (the

leader) , . "

The leader of another group issued this policy on fundraising:

"Money is the attention unit of this society.

A

lot of (group members) say 'hoW mercenary!' when I start
talking about money.

They don't believe in it to the de-

gree that they don't want to attract any attention personally.

And that's the crude truth.

that attitude.

We've got to get over

The commonest sense tells us that if we

had enough money we could advertise and build and hire our
way straight up the line ten times as fast as we are doing". (1)

An interview with an ex-member of an Eastern religious group,
conducted by the Christian Research Institute, further illustrates
the rationalization of deceptive fund-raising:

" ••• 1

the leader

-I

said that, while chanting was impor-

tant, distributing books was more so.

The person on the

(1) Study of Mind Development Groups, Sects and Cults in Ontario

-18street woul d now get
ped preaching.

[god:' in book form.

We be l ieved [ the leader's:1

So we stopbooks were

so potent t hat if people read one page, their l ives would
be changed.

VIl e

thought, 'If we who are such mudhasl:assesJ

preach for half an hour, it is useless.

But if [the l eader:1

speaks one sentence, it will go right to their hearts and
change their lives.

So just get out there and se l l those

[Interviewer:1 :

books.

lEx-member

Were the books well reveived?

I

In this Western civilization, who coul d rela-

te to them?

No one wants to buy books about a blue god, es-

pecially at five bucks a clip.

Nevertheless, we had this

absolute order from the guru which was as good as having an
order from God.

[The leader's :, word was to spread the

knowledge, people need it.
it, they will be blessed.
didn't want them.

Even if they don't understand
The only troub l e was, people

They wouldn't even take them for free.

We discovered ways to employ transcendental trickery.

It

didn't matter what you told the person to get him to take a
book.

The books eradicate ignorance, stop sinful lives, and

stop suffering.
promotes

The only thing that is good is that which

I God's]

cause, and any means that promotes that

cause is justified.

I:

Interviewer

j : That view obviously influenced the moral

structure within I:the movement
rEx-member

I:

Yes.

J.

Morality is relative.

We also ration-

alized our behaviour by asserting that everything belongs to

-19God -- your body, your clothing, your car, your family.
If you were not a 1 movement: 1 member, you were a thief.
You had stolen God's resources for the earth and were
using them for your own selfish benefit instead of for
the service of God, like 1

the group

Everything [the group members:1
free from karmic reaction.

:1

people do.

have is sanctified,

Non-members' wallets are full

of 1 God's:1 money that they have stolen from him and will
use to further involve themselves in sinful activity.
Therefore, it is the duty of '-the group

_I

to take that

money from others and give it back to I:God:l.
shuck-and-jive"

So we used

con-man techniques to get the people's mo-

ney and give them our books.

We'd say things like, · We are

collecting for the Christian Children's Fund', ' We are fee,

ding children allover the world'.

,And the Americans,

being big-hearted would give us money.
ment changed."

That's how the move-

(Update, Sept. 1983)

This change in fundraising policy has gotten the movement into
hot water over the years.

,An Associated Press article in 1977 quo-

tes that the movement was taken to court in west Germany after having collected 2,"4 million marks (1.1 million dollars) during street
SOlicitation under false pretenses.

(1)

The prosecutor charged that the

Update, A Quarterly Journal on New Religious Movements,
Denmark

-20-

group "to l d shoppers fro m whom they solicited money that it was
destined for hungry children in India."

He stated that only

$6, 800 was used for that purpose, and that amount was transferred
to the group's temple in India.

The bal ance of the funds were a l -

leged l y used to pay debts, print books and records, and pay guarantees and legal fees in west Germany.
In 1985 the Australian Attorney General 's office warned that
the movement was conducting an illegal street appeal at the Perth
Royal Agricultural Show.

According to the west Australian, Wed.

Oct. 2, 1985, "the organization was acting illegal ly because it
was not registered to conduct street appeals in west Austral ia."
Allegedly, the organization collected donations under the auspices
of a front group, and denied that they had any affilliation with
a religious organization.
Closer to home, in 1977, three group members were arrested in
Toronto after police received complaints about members in Santa Claus
costumes dancing and harassing people for money.

(Toronto Sun.

Nov. 23, 1977)
In 1981, Revenue Canada officials stated that the same organizations "may have strayed beyond government guidelines" regarding
the group's sal es of merchandise. (Toronto Star, June 27, 1981)
The Manitoba Mental Health

organization informed us that ano-

ther group, during door-to-door sales of books in the Winnipeg area,
were telling potential donors that the group represented the MMH.
In Montreal, reports were received that members of an international religious movement were persistently targeting handicapped centres, hospitals and business for the purposes of so l iciting

-21-

merchandise, and continued this practice even when they were informed that their presence was not welcome.
In 1984, the administrator of a Toronto shopping mall filed
a complaint with Revenue Canada against a religious group who claimed they were raising money for needy children.

Apparently, when

the administrator approached the solicitors, they unwittingly told
her that they had received permission from mall officials to fundraise on the premises.

Since this permission had to be granted by

the administrator herself, and it had not, the members were asked to
leave.

However, they returned on two subsequent occasions.

Conversations with law enforcement officers throughout Canada
indicate that these practices are common throughout the country.
Although arrests have been made at times, most solicitors are let
off with a warning.

Since the transaction between donor and reci-

pient usually involves a relatively small amount of money, the donors usually don't bother to file a complaint.

When they do, the

burden of proof rests upon the shoulders of the accuser, a task
which at times proves difficult, time-consuming, or not worth the
trouble.

It seems that the majority of donors don't file

com~

.

plaints because they don't realize they've been taken.
Until recently, Canadian federal Transport Department policy
prohibited advertising or solicitation at federal airport terminals
without written permission.

However, recently, a neo-political

group challenged the policy on the basis that infringes on certain
articles of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

Although it was no-

ted that the prohibition of such activities was based on the grounds

-22that air passengers should not be subjected to solicitation, the
Federal Court

rule ~

that "in principle, freedom of expression and

communication ought not to be abridged in those public forums".
The ruling is being appealed.
Airport solicitation deserves careful scrutiny.

A stroll

through some U.S. air terminals has been described as "running the
gauntlet", a reference to the proliferation of various groups who
use the terminals for the purposes of solicitation.

The St-Louis

Airport Commission recently voted to restrict solicitation activities of grouRs to designated booths, after receiving complaints from
passengers.

However, the last time the Commission attempted this

method, the court declared it to be unconstitutional.

Friction

between airport employees and the soliciting groups had led to occasional confrontations.
NOTE:

(st. Louis Post Dispatch • . July 13, 1985)

It should be mentioned that, despite policies governing so-

licitation at Canadian airports, complaints about solicitation have
been made to authorities by passengers.
Although it was previously mentioned that street and door-todoor solicitation involves relatively small amounts of money received individually from donors, these amounts can add up to a lucrative enterprise.

Exa~ination

of Revenue Canada public information re-

turns of one Eastern religious organization between 1982-84 showed
a total revenue of over $1,2 million raised through sales of products
in Ottawa and Montreal alone.
f~draising

.A nother new religious movement, whose

entails a high proportion of street and door-to-door

solicitation filed returns showing a total of $1,2 million nationally

from this type of fundraising in 1984.

Although it cannot be

-23said that these totals were raised entirely through fraudulent methods, reports indicate that these two groups have, in the past,
used deceptive solicitation techniques.
It should be mentioned that obviously, the efficacy of street
solicitation is not wholly dependent on misrepresentation.

Passers-

by are caught by surprise, their "sphere of intimacy" is quickly
breached by a smiling solicitor pinning a button or a sticker on
their coat, and asking for a donation to a "worthy cause".

Donor

reaction to this approach may range from embarrassment to annoyance
to complete befuddlement.

At any rate, he or she may make a contri-

bution for the sole purpose of escape.
Beating a hasty retreat is not so easy when the donor is
approached at home.

Recently, residents of the Town of Mount Royal

complained to the town clerk that members of a religious group were
soliciting donations when their permit was issued for the sole purpose of distributing information.
of the group

beca~e

tions were refused.

Some residents stated that members

rude and aggressive when their appeals for donaThe town clerk finally ordered the group to cea-

se their activities in the following letter:

"Monsieur,
C'est avec regret que je dois vous aviser de rna decision d'interrompre vos activites dans Ville Mont-Royal.
J'ai avise Ie directeur de la Securite publique, Monsieur
:', ce matin de faire savoir avos membres que la

permission de faire campagne dans Ville Mont-Royal leur est
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retiree.
plaintes

Ceci est du
re~ues

a cause

du nombre important de

concernant l'attitude de vos membres et

dans plusieurs cas, leur apparence;

contrairement

a ce

qui avait ete convenu, il semble qU'au lieu de donner de
l'information aux residents, les membres de votre organisation sollicitent fortement des dons, ce qui n'est j§mais permis dans Mont-Royal.
N'ayant pas votre numero de telephone et uniquement
un casier postal, cette lettre est Ie seul moyen de vous
aviser de notre decision.

Un comportement tres aggressif,

des manieres extremement grossieres et un langage impoli
sont les principales plaintes que nous avons
maintenant.

re~ues

jusqu'a

Nous refusons de soumettre nos residents

a ce

genre d'attitude plus longtemps, quelque soit la validite
et Ie bien fonde de votre cause.
Bien a vous,
Le greffier

"

Although the majority of municipalities in Canada issue some
form of permit for the purposes of solicitation, research indicates that the type of groups outlined in this section seldom apply
for one.

Many groups will conduct door-to-door solicitation at

night, when there is no way for the donor to verify whether a
permit has been issued.
on.

By the time he does, the group has moved
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Perhaps one of the more lucrative means of revenue for
certain groups is the promotion of courses in mind or spiritual
development.

One international organization, with its Canadian

headquarters in Toronto . may take in approximately 1 million dollars
in income annually from these methods at
and apparently no taxes are paid.

the Toronto base alone

This is due to the fact that

although the prices for the courses are pre-set, they are considered
as "donations".

Considerable pressure is exerted upon members of

this organization to recruit clients to sign up for these courses
at prices reaching up to $15,000.
Two persons who defected from this organization stated
publicly the following reasons for doing so:
"1) Increasing lack of spirituality withinl:the movement:1
2) Exploitation of those seeking true spiritual awareness in
a cruel and commercialized way, leading to a loss of the
individual's spiritual integrity to themselves and others.

3) Emphasis being placed on a staff member's ability to expand
the organization and sell I: the coursesl
as a measure of
worth rather than true spirituality and self-awareness.
4) Handling of dissent by intimidation through fear of
losing a chance for spiritual advancement~
5)

Contracts with the organization that penalize a staff
member with financial burdening if he seeks to leave
or object.

6)

Harassment of people who seek to leave the organization
or who dare to criticize its failures publicly.

7)

Excessive training oriented to sales techniques and

-26commercialization rather than spiritual understanding
within staff members.
8)

Spiri tually underdeveloped p"e ople having access to data
which can be used to control the minds of others." (1)
For about four years, the Office de Protection du Consommateur

has requested to this movement that it conduct itself in accordance
with the Quebec Consumer Protection Act.

Having failed to do so, the

organization is now charged with three infractions of the Act by
the OPC.

Another organization, the Association Cooperative d'Eco-

nomie Familiale du Centre de f.10ntrea 1 (ACEF) is currently representing 10 ex-members' claims for reimbursements from the movement
in civil suits.

"1.

An affidavit from one ex-member states:

a

Que j'ai ete sollicite
l'angle des rues
pour passer un test, Ie 15 aout 1984.

2.

Que j'ai rempli Ie test de ?OO questions et que j'ai
rencontre un membre du personnel, W, qui a interprete
les resultats de mon test cette meme journee.

3.

Que W m'a conseille, d'apres l'interpretation du test,
de prendre deux tests verbaux, dont l'un d'une duree de
2 heures t et l'autre de 5 heures au cout de 80$ .

4.

Que j'ai achete 1es tests-verbaux suggeres et que je
me suis rendu a 1 'Eglise Ie- soir meme a 20 heures
pour suivre Ie test de 2 heures t qui a ete finalement
reporte au lendemain matin.

5.

Que jeudi Ie 16 aout
9hres, j'ai passe Ie test verbal
de 2 heures t. La personne ressource e~ait W.

6.

Que suite
ce test verbal J'ai ete env~i d'une senti- '
ment de bien-etre et que j'ai subi une verification ou

a

a

(1) Public statement received from ex-members

-27l'on a constate que Ie test fut un succes. On m'a
demande d'ecrire "rna satisfaction" et j'ai accepte.

7.

Que Ie samedi 18 aout 1984, j'ai passe Ie test de 5
heures
18 heures. La personne ressource etait w.

8.

Que suite a ce test je me suis senti bien et en confiance
et que Ie test m'a semble plus court que 5 heures.

9.

Que j'ai subi une verification et que j'ai ecrit
une autre "lettre d'appui".

a

10. Que j'ai quitte l'Eglise Ie 19 aout 84 a Ihre et que
w. m'a suggere de rencontrer un autre membre du personnel
Ie lendemain matin. J'ai accepte.

a

a

11. Que Ie dimamche 19 aout
10h. je me suis rendu
l'Eglise et qu'un autre membre du personnel a examine
mon dossier.
12. Que cette meme journee j'ai rencontre X qui a fortement
essaye de me vendre une serie de cours au cout de 30,000$
en me faisant part avec conviction des bienfaits de ces cours.
13. Que j'ai refuse cette offre et que X a fortement insiste
verbalement pour que je suive un autre test-verbal
de 5 heures au cout de 120$.
14. Qu'il etait rendu 15h. et que je me suis senti oblige
d'accepter l'offre afin de pouvoir quitter les lieux.
J'etais, a ce moment, completement epuise et j'ai pris
un rendez-vous avec W pour Ie test verbal, mercredi Ie 22 aout.
15. Que lundi Ie 20 aout j'ai effectue un arret de paiement
sur mon cheque de 120$.
16. Que j'ai regu mardi Ie 21 aout un telephone de VI me
confirmant Ie rendez-vous du lendemain. Je l'ai informe
que je n'etais plus interesse a l'audition. Elle a enormement insiste pour que je la rencontre Ie lendemain
9h.
J'ai accepte.

a

-2817. Que Ie mercredi 22 aout a 9h, W n'etait pas presente au
rendez-vous et qU'a la place j'ai rencontre V. J'ai
ete questionne par ce dernier, sur ma vie, sur les
tests verbaux passes anterieurement, sur mon refus du
3 e test verbal et sur mes sentiments envers Ie Mouvement.
18. QU'a la suite de ce questionnement, j'ai rencontre 0, A et
W, et qu'ils ont exerce chacun leur tour de fortes pressions pour que je reprenne Ie test verbal.
19. Que je suis senti encore une fois Oblige d'acheter Ie
test verbal de 5hres et que je n'etais plus maitre de
mes decisions. Lorsque j'apportais les raisons de mon
refus, ils se referaient aux livres du Fondateur pour
demontrer mon irrationnalite, mes craintes et mes problemes.
20. Que cette meme journee a Ilh30 je me suis fait poser certaines questions par K et que Ie test verbal m'a semble
plus court que 5 heures.
21. QU'a la suite de ce test verbal je me suis senti a
l'aise et que j'ai subi une autre serie de questions
par Z.
22. Que Ie soir de cette meme journee X a manifeste en insistant, Ie desir de me rencontrer. J'ai accepte.
23. QU'a 18h30 j'ai rencontre X et il m'a donne d'autres
explications sur Ie Mouvement et les differentes fagons
qui existent pour devenir parfait. II m'a propose d'etudier la doctrine du mouvement concernant l'individu et en
prenant des cours autodidactes (13 cours) a l'ecole avec
l'aide d'un membre du personnel. II en coutait 24,000$
pour les materiaux et les cours.
24. Que j'ai trouve que les cours me coutaient trop cher et
que l'on m'a informe de l'existence d'une bourse d'etude
que je pouvais obtenir en ecrivant pourquoi je voulais

etudier Ie mouvement. J'ai ecrit la lettre et X est revenu
5 minutes plus tard en me disant qu'une bourse de 12,000$
m'etait accordee.

-2925. Qu'apres une longue "negociation" X a reussi a me vendre
les cours au cout de 12,000$ . J'ai quitte l'Eglise Ie
jeudi matin 23 aout
00h30 epuise et je devais l eur
donner l'argent la meme journee a 14h.

a

26. Que j'ai subi des pressions enormes alors que je me
trouvais dans un etat de fatigue eleve et incapab l e de
mesurer la portee de mon engagement.
27. Que Ie jeudi 23 aout a 9h. j'ai fait une demande de pret
par telephone a la Societe d'entraide economique et qu'a
10h30 Ie pret etait accepte.
28. Que j'ai ete chercher mon pret a Sorel en compagnie de
X et B. De retour a Montreal a 14h30.

a

29. Que Ie samedi 25 aout j'ai etudie toute la journee
l'ecole du Centre et qu'en soiree j'ai assiste a une
conference sur Ie Mouvement.

30. Qu'apres cette conference, C m'a offert de travailler
pour l'Eglise et que D redigeait l'engagement alors que
j'avais mentionne Ie desir d'y penser et de donner une
reponse plus tarde
31. Que D a fortement insiste pour que j'entre sur Ie personnel
en me disant que l'ethique de l'Eglise ne me permettait
pas de refuser. J'ai du accepter.
32. Que cette meme journee en vertu de la bourse d'etude que
l'on m'avait accordee, X m'a suggere de me procurer une
bibliotheque complete sur Ie mouvement puisque j'aurais
a m'en servir dans mon travail. J'ai accepte.
33. Que j'ai appris quelques jQurs plus tard que j'avais droit
a un remboursement total de ce que j'avais debourse et que
j'ai appris que l'on avait utilise la somme deposee par
moi afin de defrayer Ie cout des livres.
34. Que Ie dimanche 26 aout j'ai commence a travailler et
que j'ai passe un test et subi un questionnement.

-3035 . Que mardi 28 aout, C m'a indique que j'avais une situation
a corriger. 11 m'a donne des communiques et des references
qui allaient m'aider a corriger ma situation.
36. Que C m'a dit qu'afin de poursuivre mon evolution dans
le mouvement, je devais quitter mon amie si elle ne
voulait pas se joindre au mouvement.
37. Que jeudi le 30 aoat j'ai rencontre C a 10h et je lui ai
dit que je voulais quitter 1 'organisation.

a

38. Que vendredi le 31 aout je me suis rendu
l'Eglise pour
demander de me retirer du mouvement et que j'ai rencontre
C, D, E et F. Ils m'ont fourni des materiaux, references,
communiques du Fondateur afin de corriger ma situation tout
en essayant de me convaincre de rester dans le mouvement
par des arguments verbaux.
39 . Que cette meme journee D et C m'ont conseille de demeurer
dans l'organisation et de suivre un entrainement afin de
corriger ma situation et que j'ai quitte l'Eglise en mentionnant ne plus vouloir y retourner.
40 . Qu'en soiree j'ai telephone a G en lui demandant a qui
je devais m'adresser pour faire une demande de remboursement et qu'elle a insiste pour que je la rencontre immediatement. J'ai refuse.
41 . Que samedi le ler septembre j'ai regu un appel de l'Eglise
me demandant de participer
une fete, le soir meme, en
l'honneur de leur fondateur. J'ai refuse. On a insiste
pour que j'en donne les raisons.

a

42. Que j'ai subi de fortes pressions pour que je ne quitte
pas le mouvement.
43. Que mardi le 4 septembre j'ai demande des informations a
l'O.P.C. pour porter plainte et que j'ai demande
la Caisse
popu1aire de Contrecoeur une photocopie du cheque de 12,000$.

a

44 . Que lundi Ie 10 septembre a 14h j'ai rencontre H et qu'el1e
m'a demande de subir une verification a l'electrometre.

-31J'ai accepte et en la quittant je lui ai mentionne mon
desir d'obtenir un remboursement.

45. Que mardi Ie 11 septembre j'ai obtenu des informations sur
les procedures de remboursement et que I, G et J ont fortement insiste pour que je subisse de nouveau une seance
l'electrometre.

a

46. Que cette meme journee, en apres-midi, j'ai accepte de
subir la seance dans Ie but d'accelerer les procedures
de rembours ement.

47. Que mercredi Ie 12 septembre j'ai rencontre Z pour une
entrevue et que j'ai rencontre une autre personne
concernant mes comptes
l'Eglise.

a

48. Que jeudi Ie 13 septembre j'ai rencontre K et qu'il m'a
informe des delais de six semaines avant de recolter mon
argent. Je devais l'appeler
tous les vendredis afin
de m'informer des developpements de mon dossier.

a

49. Que vendredi Ie 21 septembre 84 il m'a ete impossible
de rejoindre K et que personne avait des informations
sur mon dossier.
50. Que lundi Ie 24 septembre 84 je me suis presente a
l'Eglise et que C m'a informe que M etait au courant de
mon dossier et qu'il allait me contacter sous peu.

51. Que mercredi Ie 26 septembre j'ai porte plainte

a l'OPC.

52. Que cette meme journee j'ai rencontre M et qu'aucune
entente n'etait possible.

53. Qu'aujourd'hui j'entreprends des demarches juridiques
pour obtenir un remboursement apres de multiples efforts
inutiles de negociation avec l'Eglise.

54. Que je considere avoir ete trompe et manipule durant mon
court sejour

a

l'Eglise par quelques membres de ce mouve-

ment. Tout ceci dans Ie but ultime de me retirer une ' somme
d'argent considerable.
Assermente devant moi,
Montreal, province de Quebec,
ce septieme jour de juin, mil neuf cent quatre-vingt-cinq

a

avo cat

"

-32Complaints against this organization are not limited to
Canada.

A memo from the state of California Attorney General's

office indicates the extent of problems created by the movement's
fundraising methods:
"There seems to have been a substantial increase in
the number of complaints we have received within the past
year or so against [the organization]. The complainants
invariably are individuals who have paid substantial sums
of money, frequently thousands of dollars, in advance of
receiving 'services'. Most of them complain that upon
realizing they were not receiving the types of benefits
represented to them at the outset, they have requested
refunds including those sums paid for which services had
not yet been rendered. By the time they -come to us
they have received the royal run-around which also is contrary to the representation made at the time the funds are
paid that refunds will be cheerfully made.
Because the 'Church' is a charitable nonprofit corporation, and because I am presently defending, together
with Bill Pounders, a lawsuit brought by the organization
against the eritire office for disclosure of our files un- der the Public Records Act, I have been deluged with all
of these complaints. Nevertheless, this would seem to
be a consumer fraud problem rather than a charitable trust
problem. In that regard, I understand they reach a certain
number or significance, consideration is given to filing a
lawsuit. This organization is long overdue, and I would
be most pleased to provide to you the records we have maintained of these complaints for your review if you so desire.
Lawrence R. Topper
Deputy Attorney General"

-33To delve any further into the financial activities of this
organization would require a 6-month study in itself, for as the
Ontario government study stated, the movement "has an organizational
structure that would rival General Motors with its intricacies".
Many other organizations have sprung up in recent years in
Canada promoting mind-awareness, sensitivity training, drug rehabilitation, "counselling" or encounter groups.

In most regions in

Canada, virtually anyone can set up a shingle and call themselves
a 'therapist' or a 'counsellor' without any formal qualifications
whatsoever for these titles.

Many avoid paying taxes on revenues

by incorporating themselves as nonprofit or 'educational' institutions.

Concerns have been expressed by mental health professionals

about the quality of services offered by these organizations.

In

question were the screening processes used to filter out prospective
clients with a history of psychological disorders, the lack of accredited persons to monitor sessions such as marathon encounter groups,
the "paint-everybody-with-the-same-brush", simplistic solutions to
complex psychological problems, as well as exorbitant fees charged
for these sessions.

In fact, many of the courses offered by certain

organizations consisted in little more than publicity for the subsequent course.

And many complained that consumers were deli-

berately misled or uninformed as to the procedures involved or what
was expected of them during the course of the sessions.

A major

concern was that courses purported to develop the psychological
autonomy of the individual in fact led to a high degree of dependancy
upon the organization, and a breakdown of the ability to communicate

-34with outsiders.

Some claim that these factors have led to a new

breed of 'therapy junkies'

individuals who drift from one

group to another in search of fulfillment.
ACEF states that in the Montreal area alone, they have
----rl)

received approximately 300 complaints about 20 different minddevelopment groups since 1983.

La Commission des Normes du

Travail (Quebec Government) received 21 complaints in 1985 concerning ex-staff members of these groups who claimed they were
underpaid, or not allocated traditional employment benefits.
Cult Project statistics for 1985 indicate 150 consumerrelated complaints regarding 80 different organizations.

This

represents over 60 per cent of all complaints made to the Cult
Project last year.

(1) Association Cooperative d'Economie Familiale
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BOILER ROOM CHARITIES

The Philanthropic Advisory Service (PAS) in Arlington,
Virginia, has provided us with a brief breakdown on the
methodology of typical boiler room chari ties:"·

"Civic and volunteer organizations throughout the country have been victimized by 'boiler
room' type promoters.

Business and professional

clubs, veterans organizations, women's clubs'
auxiliaries, volunteer fire departments,
fraternal organiza tions, churches and church
groups, are all looked upon by these promoters
as 'fair game'.

All have at sometime fallen

victim to the smoothly oiled schemes.
Many organizations have 'sold' their
good name to high pressure promoters who
encourage business and the general public to
buy tickets, advertise in a program or yearbook and sell or obtain merchandise, all in
the name of ' Charity'.
Unquestionably all organizations,
wor thwhil e as their obj e ctives may be, are
faced with the problem of the need to raise
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funds to finance their good work
for charity.

To do this on a vOluntary

basis requires a great deal of time and
effort.

Not all members are able to

participate actively.

Not all members

are public-spirited enough to take on
time-consuming projects.

Unfortunately,

this makes the organization and its
officers easy game for the professional
promoter who makes glowing promises of
assured results with little or no effort
on their part.

CASE
Let's take the case of a promoter
who wants an organization's sponsorship.
He asks for a meeting with the local
officer or executive committee and says
that he will make all arrangements for
their fund-raising project.

If the orga-

nization will act as sponsor, the promoter
will give a certain percentage of the proceeds to the group to pass on to a charity
or will guarantee a certain specified sum.

-37To the organization, the proposition
sounds good.

Seasoned professionals will

handle the entire thing.

All the group

has to do is to lend the use of its name.
In exchange it will receive a substantial
sum of money which can be used for community programs.

The organization, going

on the assumption that the promoter is a
legitimate businessman offering it a fair
proposition, may sign up.
METHOD
With the organization's 'O.K.' in
his pocket, the unscrupulous promoter
takes his next step.

He rents a room or

a small office suite, and has ten, or
fifteen telephones installed.

This set-

up, known as the 'boiler room', is a nerve
center from which 'phonemen' call large
numbers of business firms and community
residents and ask

for donations. In

these 'deals' a high percentage, maybe
81% of the money collected goes right from
the donor's checkbook into the promoter's
and 'phonemen's' pockets.

-38Next, the promoter advertises for
'phonemen' to man his 'boiler room'.
He places his ads in specialized
publications that are not usually
read by the general public.

Some of

these ads hint or suggest the promoter
has come to an understanding with the
local authorities.
OPERATION
Once the phone crew has been
assembled and the 'boiler room' is ready
to operate, lists are compiled from
telephone directories and business directories.

The 'phonemen' sit at their tele-

phones all day long, going down the lists
methodically.

Every time a 'sale' is made,

a runner is sent out promptly to pick up
the money before the donor changes his mind.
The 'phoneman' sizes up his potential
contribution from the first few words that
are exchanged over the phone, and decides
whether to use the high pressure approach,
the 'friendly' approach, the appeal to
the donor'S conscience, the civic duty
pitch or some subtle combination of all.
He is never at a loss for a word, an idea,

-39or an explanation.

He can reverse his

'pitch' effortlessly if he has miscalculated.

He knows how to exploit the

innate kindness that exists in most
people, so that their caution is overcome
or is never even aroused.

They try to

reach the highest executive of a company
using the familiar tone, first name
approach, causing the busy executive to
be receptive while he tries to remember
where he may have met the caller.

Invari-

ably, the 'phonemen' leave the impression
that they are members of the organization
in whose name they are calling.
Frequently, the 'phonemen' stray
from the actual

~urpose

of the solicitation

and use such phrases as underpriviliged
children, orphans, mentally or physically
handicapped, the urgent need for education
help for children from poor families, or some
other intrIguing cause.

Organizations

should review the script that will be used
by the solicitors to be sure it is accurate
and does not distort their activities.
The 'boiler room' soon begins to
resemble a bank.

The few thousand dollars
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that the promoter has guaranteed to the
group, or the small percentage .. .
sometimes dishonestly calculated .. .
of the returns that will go to the group
is a small overhead item for the promoter.
The use of the sponsoring organization's
name and the donee charity has given him
direct access to the pockets of many of the
town's professionals, business firms
and citizens.
How often does the sponsoring organization know how many tickets are sold or
how much advertising space was sold and
at what price?

It's a favourite dodge

of 'pitchmen' to suggest that tickets or
merchandise be donated to some worthy group,
rather than the purchaser accepting delivery.
This releases them from giving a true count
of what is sold or whether that group
actually receives the donation.
When everybody on the lists has been
called and all the money has been collected,
the 'boiler room' closes down and the 'phonemen'
drift on to their next job.

When the promo-

ter leaves town, he may provide the group
with the firm's'headquarters address' in
case there is any need for further conferences

-41or if any problems arise.

In some cases

their addresses turn out to be fictitious,
since certain phony promoters operate
entirely 'out of their hats'.
RESULTS
What is the end result?

Better Busi-

ness Bureaus hear it over and over every day.
Businessmen and others have been offended because of high-pressure methods, mis-statement
of facts and in some instances, veiled threats
to obtain every possible dollar - all in the
name of the sponsoring organization and charity."

How much money can be involved in a boiler room operation?
The Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations cites
an example of one promoter, using 17 telephone solicitors, who
had raised an estimated $655,000 one year, of which an estimated 10 percent went to charity.
Michael Rubenstein, director of the CCBBB/PAS

(1) sta-

tes that he is aware of at least 50 boiler room-type operations in the Metro Toronto area.

Some of these operations con-

ducts door-to-door sales of merchandise, such as light bulbs,
pencils, etc.

They may hire the handicapped to conduct these

sales, sometimes acquiring permission from . government
employment agencies to pay salaries below the minimum wage, due
to the professed "therapeutic nature" of the work.

The promo-

ter then adds to his profit margin.
(1) Canadian Council of Better Business Bureaus Philanthropic
Advisory Service
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counting on donor sympathy for both the charity and the
handicapped solicitor as factors encouraging the consumer
to buy at such prices.
Other schemes include the increasingly popular
"circus promoters", young students selling chocolate bars,
concert promotions, sales of household goods, etc.

In many

cases, the donor's name, address and amount contributed
are recorded on "tap cards" or "sucker lists", which may
be sold or ex changed with other promoters.
The Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Commercial
Relations lists the following guidelines as preventive
medicine against boiler room activity:

"*

Know who you are dealing with.

Give only to

established charities with which you are familiar.

*

Ask questions.

Find out where the money is

going and what percentage is actually used for
charity work.

How much money is the group

trying to raise?

*

Ask the canvasser for his or her name, address
and telephone number.

*

Be aware that a federal income tax registration
number is no guarantee that any operation is
legitimate.

*

Parents should make sure that any so-called
charity their children are working for is
legitimate.
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*

Check an organization's reputation and
name with the Better Business Bureau which
maintains files on most of these groups and
with the Chamber of Commerce.
na~e

Check the

carefully because many illegitimate

grQUPS use legitimate-sounding names.
~~

If you're not sure about the organization,
insist on receiving an audited financial
statement for the previous year.

*

Be suspicious of any organization that
admits that a large portion of money goes
for operating costs.

*

Community groups, service clubs and school
organizations should be particularly wary
about lending their names to fund-raising
drives.

Don't- let a promoter use your

group's name without demanding full accountability of funds collected and control over
ticket sales.

*

Remember that the use of a well-respected group's
name is no assurance that the promoter running
the fund-raising drive is legitimate.

These

groups have often been misled by promoters.
Don't repeat their mistakes.
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Because few legitimate charities solicit donations by
telephone, extra caution is advised in these dealings.
If it appears to be a 'boiler room' operation, don't
give any money.

*

Ask the telephone solicitor to put the
request in writing, so you can have time
to think it over and have a record of it.
~,1 any

boiler room operators will want to

pick up your money immediately.

*

Find out how the organization obtained your
phone number.

In many boiler room operations

the telephone solicitors randomly dial numbers
on certain exchanges without being aware of your
name or address.

If the telephone solicitor

requests this information, you can assume this
is probably how he or she is operating.

*

Ask how your name was obtained.

The promoter

may have received your name by buying your tap
card from another promoter.

*
*

Get the telephone solicitor'S name and address.
Don't feel that you are wasting the telephone
solicitor's time by asking many questions.

Any

legi timate- organization will gladly spend the time
with you."

-45FRAUD

In 1985, 32 members of one new religious organization based
internationally were indicted in the U.S. on charges of defrauding
welfare systems, dealing in stolen property and securities, and
obtaining airline tickets by fraud.

According to press reports,

"police say that on instructions from the cult, new members have
taken jobs with banks, airlines and post offices and proceeded to
steal cash, credit cards and airline tickets.

Airline tickets are

sold in black neighbourhoods at discount prices, and cheques stolen
from the mail are cashed by cult members using bogus identification
cards."

The reports also say that these frauds "have cost American

banks and car rental companies millions of dollars over the last
five or six years."

U.S. officials said that banks and supermarkets

in Chicago alone have lost 6 to 10 million dollars to the cult,
in the preceding two years. (1)
The Ontario government Study of Mind Development Groups, Sects
and Cults in Ontario elaborates on the situation in Canada:

"Loan frauds are among other deceptions allegedly .
perpetrated by group members in search of money.

Seve-

ral former members of various groups told the study that
they had been urged by their movements to seek loans to
pay for further courses or trips with their groups even
if they had to lie to get the loans.

In some instances,

(1) Rogers Wathington, Chicago Tribune, 28/7/85
Robert Welkos, Los Angeles Times, 3/5/85
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in others, they were financial institutions.

.A former

'minister' with one religious group told the study:

'My role was as guarantor (for bank loans) I was
told by the executive director of the (movement)
that in the capacity I must further (the movement's) abilities to help less fortunate (members) get their loans.

I was told that I must

tell the bank that I earned $150 a week, that
I would give the executive director as my senior whom the bank could check with, and I did
and he also lied and said I earned $150 a week
The most I ever earned was $35 a week ... I believe the applicants also misrepresented their
salaries.

You can't apply for a loan at a bank

up to $1,000 and say you only earn $15 or $10 a
week and expect to get it.·"
The former 'minister' did not know the extent of
this practice by the movement's Ontario missions.
However, in one of the states in the U.S., the group
was being investigated for counselling, conspiring, and
acting as party to such a loan fraud scheme.

Media

reports said the plan may have involved applications for
millions of dollars in loans.

Reports also indicated

that borrowers had defaulted on a sizeable number of
them in amounts ranging from $700 to $10,000 .

-47The Cult Project has heard several accounts of welfare fraud
schemes where group members attempted to have their
Canadian welfare cheques forwarded to their residences outside the
country.

Another religious group operating in Montreal ran a car-

pet cleaning business of which no taxes were ever paid from their
revenues.

TAX FRAUD
"Now as to TAX, why this is mainly anybody's game of
what is a PROFIT.

The thing to do is assign a significan-

ce to the figures before the government can.

The whole

thing is a mess only because arithmetic figures are symbols open to .ANY significance.

So I normally think of a

better significance than the government can.

I always put

enough errors on a return to satisfy their bloodsucking
appetite and STILL come out to zero.

The game of account-

ing is just a game of assigning significance to figures.
The man with the most imagination wins ...

Income does

not mean profit .•• be sure it is accounted for as to its
source and that one covers it with expenses and debts

"

This policy directive was issued by the leader of an international religious movement which seems to have a particular talent
of taking full advantage of its non-profit status.
vernment study elaborates:

The Ontario go-
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levels of spiritual development, the group operates
an extensive hierarchy of courses.

That in itself

might not belie its religious, non-profit claims, critics admit.

However, while it refers to the money re-

ceived for these courses as 'donations' -- a non-taxable source of income for non-profit organizations -students actually are assessed according to an established schedule of fees.

'Donations' for some courses

can run in excess of $5,000.00.

Moreover, one of the

movement's internal memoranda indicated that this schedule, like any commercial sale of fees, has been revised
in the past, presumably to keep pace with rising costs.
Former members also allege that 10 percent of the gross
income from every 'mission' - which were once called 'franchises' - goes out of the country to the founder and mission
tax returns are calculated on the remainder.

The money

that goes to the founder does not show on the movement's
official books, it is alleged, and he reportedly pays no
income tax on it to any government.

At the same time, a

directive from him contains instructions that he is to be
listed by each mission as a staff member and officially
paid 10 per cent of its income, yet he does not serve in
any such capacity, according to former members.
Such practices, the critics contend, are c l ear l y the

earmarks of a venture more interested in money than mission.
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and two others recently were found guilty of fraud by the
cours in France.

They augment their allegations that

the group practices fraud in Canada with further charges that the movement gives its staff members allowances
rather than salaries so that it need not remit unemployment insurance or Canada Pension Plan payments.

The de-

tractors also allege that provincial minimum hourly wages
are not paid in all instances.

And they quote from a

directive in which the founder advised:

' Moonlighting on the government' would be quite
permissible.

With governments anxious to hand

out welfare, in some depressed area it would
be quite alright to go on the dole or relief
and work as a church volunteer' ... "

An IRS internal memorandum on this movement voices further
suspicions about tax fraud:

- " I:

The movement's]

'churches' may be found

throughout the United States and in several foreign
countries.

Local churches are under examination in

several districts and we understand that Los .Angeles
is involved in a potential tax evasion investigation.

Information accumulated to date indicates that
[ the leader:' may have received substantial sums

-.50over the past few years either directly or indirectly
from

[the movement's:1 Churches throughout a 10% over-

ride on all church revenues, as well as huge sums from
publications, and educational endeavours.

An informer

interviewed in Canada indicated that the [ leader and
wife's]

income from these sources may be as high as

several million dollars per year."

A 1983 police raid on the movement's headquarters in Toronto
was conducted for the purposes of looking into the group's alleged involvement in tax fraud against the federal and provincial
governments, as well as other areas such as consumer fraud and
conspiracy to commit indictable offences.
The following are a few examples of fraudulent schemes reported in the U.S.:

*

One U.S. evangelist sold $1,5 million worth of useless bounds

to believers at $1,000 a piece.

He borrowed from twenty different

banks and testified he didn't file tax returns for six years.

*

Another evangelist was convicted of swindling an 83-year-old

widow out of $25,000.

The following year he was charged with sel-

ling $4 million in worthless bonds.

Accused

with him this time

was another evangelist who was previously involved in a $26 million
fraud case which caused a congressional probe.

*

Another TV evangelist/faith healer grossed $3 million a year

by selling miracle water and prayer cloths and healing T-shirt to
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He made an emergency

appeal for $300,000 to pay church debts and then bought himself a
$250,000 home two weeks later.

He also apparently insured a va-

cant cathedral shortly before it was hit with mysterious expl osion.
For several months the evangelist's programs continued to air, showing him asking for money while he was actually in jail.

*

The

u.s.

Justice Dept. filed a suit forcing another interna-

tional evangelical network to open its books on the $51 million it
grossed in 1979.

Apparently the FCC was concerned that the re l i-

gious TV show broadcast 'fraudulent and misleading appeals' by
asking for donations for overseas missions, and then spending it
on overhead.

*

An evangelist and his aide were convicted of mail fraud in

1980.

Apparently he promissed returns on donations.

In fact, he

was running a 'Fonzi scheme', using new donations to pay former
donors.

His church was sometimes able to collect up to $350,000

a night.

*

In North Carolina, a preacher was sentenced to 10 years in

prison for confiscating welfare checks, food stamps and paychecks
from his members.

His followers were confined to dormitories,

forced to work in a poultry plant, and he would take their earnings.
He was prosecuted under a federal slavery law.

*

An international religious movement was accused by

the New

York Attorney General a few years ago of engaging in fraud, tax
evasion, and bizarre forced sex.
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violations,

Embezzlement, fraud, stock

pyramid schemes, theft, conspiracy, insurance fraud,

violations of fairness doctrines •.. one evangelist displayed jars
of small embalmed bodies which he stated were demons that he had
removed from the ill.

Critics say they were frogs.

Another clai-

med that he could turn water into wine and might resurrect the dead
if it wasn't for the fact that bodies are embalmed.

NOTE

(1)

Confidential reports to this study indicate what seems

to be a high degree of smuggling across the U;S.
by certain movements.
gling, various
narcotics.

typ~s

Canadian border

These activities range from currency smugof merchandise, and occasionally, arms or

One international group is known to have access to

a doeument forger and a counterfeit document supplier, and
narcotics have been smuggled in false bottom suitcases.

(1)

Cited from "The God Biz", Penthouse, Dec. 1980
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The rising cost of direct mail and competition for donor lists
has made the use of television not only essential for many charities,
but inevitable.

TV enables them to broaden their donor acquisition

base, it can give an organization instant legitimacy,

and for

everyone person who makes a donation, ten others are instantly
made aware of the charity.
For many TV evangelists, the hybrid of direct mail and television
are mutual reinforcers.
the viewer's senses.

The TV medium requires the interplay of a l l

The evangelist can almost literally "reach out

and touch someone" (hence the popUlarity of faith healing by television).

TV involves the audience, softens them up for the direct

mail left hook.

It also acts as an excellent intelligence service;

one can acquire a considerable amount of personal information from
a donor through a 'prayer hot line', for example.
If television fosters passive inVOlvement, direct mail demands
action, immediate response, a sense of urgency.
McLuhan

&

As Eric McLuhan of

Davies Communications observed, "TV cools 'em down, print

heats 'em up".

The conflicting sensory mandates of the two media

serve as mutual distractions, while the message "give me money" goes
to work on the mesmerized audience.
That old TV standby, the 48 hour "telethon", with a few exceptions, may soon be on the wane.

Competition for air-time, scheduling

problems, and the increasing demand for an extensive

lineup of

g~~t

celebrities is a complicated and costly obstacle for the majority of
charities.

The current trend is toward "mini telethons"; prepaid,

pre-taped 1/2 hour to 2 hour programs using a documentary format,
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This

strategy can reduce production costs considerably, provide for more
versatile scheduling for target time-slots and audiences, and requires less crew and guest stars.

The only factor which may save

the live telethon is that most of them rely on donated airtime.
"Direct response solicitations" are another emerging new trend
in TV fundraising.

Although of the same time duration of public

service announcements, they differ in that PSA's are geared primarily towards information, as opposed to solicitation.

The direct

response method, according to current reports, is generating a high
degree of donor response.
Although it is doubtful that these new forms of fundraising
will replace the efficacy of direct mail in the forseeable future,
they are nevertheless considered an inevitable and complementary
extension of mail appeals.
In Canada, radio has not been a major medium for non-profit
solicitation, especially in terms of religious broadcasting.

With

the exception of a couple of stations in Newfoundland which came into
being before the province's entry into Confederation, religious groups
have not been permitted licences to operate a radio station in this
country.

Most religious programming is either conducted by the radio

station as a public service, or airtime is donated to or paid by
the religious organization.

Nonetheless, the radio industry has

experienced a few headaches with respect to certain non-profit groups.
One

~ ontreal

FM station recently aired a series of paid advertise-

ments for an international religious organization's mind development
courses.

Although the trade name of the courses was mentioned during
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na~e

was not.

Members of the

pub l ic who were familiar with the organization, and who questioned
its credibility, sent numerous complaints to the radio station,
requesting that the ads be taken off the air.

The station's program

director, although sympathetic to his listener's concerns, was unable
to terminate the ad contract because the spots contained no diatribe
or other offensive material.

As a compensatory measure, he had the

name of the parent organization slotted in to the end of the advertisement.

This prompted an angry response from the organization,

who didn't appreciate his interference with their copy, and prompted
more complaints from the public, since now everybody knew who the
group really was.

Flabbergasted over being caught in a Catch-22

situation, the program director finally consulted the Cult Project,
who provided the station with a series of publ ic service announcements designed to caution consumers about groups promoting mind-cure
or personal development courses.
Although religious radio stations are not permitted in Canada,
this ban is simply a mild technicality for some U.S. entrepreneurs.
They've recently set up a religious station on the Canadian-U.S.
border in a trailer, emitting a 25,OOO-watt signal, easily adequate
to target the nearby Montreal market.

The programming is slick,

compl ete with news features, weather reports and paid advertising.
It is not known what this variation on the "pirate station" theme
portends for the future.
Nor has television escaped its share of difficulties in these
areas.

One relief agency, during a series of mini-telethons, depicted

the transfer of medical supplies from a small plane to a van which,
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witnesses later stated that the manoeuver was staged; that
the boxes containing the alleged supplies were empty.

The sponso-

ring organization had raised hundreds of thousands of Canadian dollars through TV mini-telethon solicitation.
This type of staging is nothing new.

As early as 1964, a

Montreal film crew was commissioned by the Quebec government to
develop a series of documentary shorts on nature, fishing and hunting in the province.

They returned with scenes of sealers tormen-

ting live seals and shooting at them with telescopic rifles.

The

documentary was later shown on Radio-Canada, and caused a public
outcry.

It was later discovered that two of the 'sealers' were in

fact members of the film crew.

The third man was employed by the

crew to conduct the tormenting of the animals.

(Second Nature:

The Animal Rights Controversy, Alan Herscovici)
Recently, the Canadian Radio ·and Television Commission conducted .
public hearings an religious broadcgsting in Canada.

Concerns and

recommendations were voiced and submitted to these hearings by a
variety of religious organizations and individuals.

.An application

had been submitted to the CRTC for an interfaith television network.
Although the prime concern about the establishment of this TV service
centered around the adequate representation of various faiths, considerable attention was devoted to fundraising practices.
A brief from the Religious .A ffairs Committee of The Canadian
Jewish Congress stated:
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in the Electronic Religion Industry in the United
States where political exploitation of the power of
media has been added to the already questionable
ethics of fundraising based upon the unique ability
of the electronic media to grant special status, to
create illusions of intimate concern and to transform
the television image into a moving, speaking ikon ..•
... The canadian climate does to the weak, sickly and
aged, what crime and violence on the street does for
similarly handicapped Americans. It locks them
indoors. These shut-ins are especially vulnerable
to abuse and misuse through the electronic media.
The canadian Jewish Congress would urge that their
welfare and protection be a factor in the regulation
of media solicitations. Their numbers and their needs
increase daily".
Two Cleveland State University communication researchers
recently found that one viewer watching only two hours of religious
programming per day will be solicited for a minimum average of
$138 ,350 per year.

-5-8TELEVISION EVANGELISTS
Perhaps the best way to illustrate the inner workings of the
te l evangelical medium is to quote directly from a chapter of a
state-of-the-art book on the subject entitled: "Prime Time Preachers", by J. K. Hadden and C.F. Swann: (1) The chapter is quoted
in its entirety:

***************************
" THIS BUSINESS OF 'r v ' RELIGION
Dear Thomas,
,
Last week I knelt at the prayer altar to pray for
every member in the
Book, and I
wanted to pray for you ... but your na~e was not
there ...

I:

]

R.S. (2)

The

[

]

Family is R.S.'s directory of sinners for whom

R.S. and his family will pray.

You get listed there by

contribu~

ting to his TV ministry.

Once you're in the good book, R.S. is

pretty patient with you.

He'll keep right on praying and sending

you letters -- more opportunities to contribute -- for quite a
spell before he sends you the whammy letter quoted above.
R.S. never quite says you'll go to hell without his prayers.
The l etter just goes on to tell how prayers are answered, homes
put back together, bodies healed, and failures overcome.

All

these good things can come to you, and the Devil be defeated, if
you get your name back in the good book so that R.S. can stand up
(1)
(2)

Prime Time Preachers: J.K. Hadden and C.F. Swann, AddisonWesley, 1981
Names of evangelists, their ministries and other programs have
been either deleted, or changed and initialed.
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A few dollars in the envelope

isn't much to pay for all that, just to be dead certain that the
Lord does what you want Hi m to do for you in your daily struggles
right here on earth, not to mention the hereafter.
This basic pitch, embellished differently by the various televangelists with offers of freebies and hints of togetherness, finances most prime-time preaching.

The fundamentalists prosper on TV

precisely because they're not afraid to make the sales pitch so blunt.
Liberals mumble around, never quite willing to claim that they've got
God's own cleansing power right there in their hands, but

television ~'s

evangelicals have tested every form of promise, semi-firm and yoursfor-the-asking.

Not since Vatican officials sold papal indulgences--

written protection from the wages of sin -- has there been such a
public marketing of Christian favors.

And never, surely, has any

religion found a mass market like TV's many channeled auction block.
Peter Cartwright, the legendary circuit rider, must be in heaven
turning green with envy,

He wore his bottom down to solid bone and

callus taking Methodism to the frontier, singlehandedly churching up
the roughnecks in the Northwest Territory.

But in all his life

Cartwright never reached a tenth of the folks that R.S. talks to
on just one television broadcast.
Both R.S. and Peter mastered the blunt sales pitch, and they
never got so smug in their intellect as to put too much distance
between the altar and the snake-oil wagon.

Both had hard-sell com-

petitors to keep them down to earth where the sinners live.

Both

understand the lonely soul's need for the sure cure and for a guaranteed reservation in the heavenly motel at the end of this earthly
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And so today's televiewers are tapping directly into the

lusty tradition of frontier Protestantism with hellfires burning
hot just down the hill.

Jesus loves me •.. just as I am.

The foot-

stomping, gut- busting hymns that the choirmasters and theologians
just about censored out of the Cokesbury Hymnal have come thundering
back full bass in the biggest revival tent ever, prime time.
For all the talk about television, however, the tube makes up
less than half the technology that supports the new social movement
of fundamentalism.
tous computer.
prime-time

The other half comes in the form of the ubiqui-

Like an invisible spirit, the computer allows the

preacher to come- down out of the television and listen

to you alone, or seem to, and to pray with you, or seem to, and to
call you by name when he holds out the collection plate.

From the

broadcast image in the studio, the preacher comes down to the narrowcast of the junk-mail letter that is designed to go directly to your
heart, as you've -divulged it in mail or on the phone, and to let you
know that Brother Jim or Brother R.S. knows all about you.

For one

thing, he knows something that many a pUlpit preacher would give his
stained-glass voice to know; who has, and (more important) who has
not, put green paper into

th~

plate.

"Your name was not there,"

R.S. writes to the delinquent sinner in need of prayer.

Then he

quits wasting stamps and paper on a prospect who never pays.
Vlliile driving through the mountains of Tennessee with the radio
tuned to a local religious broadcast, it is not uncommon to hear the
preacher mention by name persons he "hasn't heard from for some time."
That's a polite way of saying, "You haven't sent me any money recently".
Chances are that the preacher can identify by name virtually
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five years.
The mailing lists Qf contributors and potential contributors
of the major electronic church operations number quite literally in
the millions.

Like the contributors to the radio ministry of the

Reverend Mr. S. in the back ways of Tennessee, the potential contributors to the electronic church ministries have to be lured and
then periodically prodded if they are to be reliable sources of
revenue.
The computer provides a sort of technological equivalent of
the Book of Judgment.

It lets the preacher divide the sheep from

the goats, those who offer golden fleece from the stubborn goats who
don't grow any or won't share it.

Its practical value is that it

allows the preachers to mount a giant direct-mail campaign, sending
out millions of fund-raising letters as if passing one huge collection plate.

And it allows the preachers to run economical direct-mail

systems by concentrating on the names and addresses that payoff well
enough to support their multimillion-dollar programming costs.
The future of the computer in its service to religion may best
be suggested by the computer-written letters that drop a listeners's
name into the body of the text once or twice.

Whole paragraphs of

advice respond to troubles that someone has asked the preacher to
pray about, either in calls to the free in-WATS, the 800 lines, or
in a letter asking for a free gift.

The preacher writes standard

paragraphs that his assistants can drop into any letter with a push
of the computer's efficient buttons.

Out of the pleas for help,

prime-time preachers are building monumental data banks on the most
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In the specialized trade of direct mail, promoters constantly
test different sales pitches, different words and themes, to sell
anything from coins and sexy lingerie to pottery and magazines.

The

pros gather once a year to hand out Golden Mailbox awards to the
most successful marketers.

They can compare one sales pitch with

another down to a thousandth of a percentage point of response.

If

the preachers recognized the precision of such testing, it would open
a whole new frontier for them to talk about the highly personal
concerns of target audiences.
As of now, the preachers have not pushed the uses of the computer's cheap memory much beyond the standard ones.

But this is

beginning to change as parapersonal communication techniques are
perfected.

As preachers, the televangelists can go more directly

into personal matters, and their theology lets them assume considerable power to influence people's lives.

In the summer of 1980,

for instance, uncertainty was running high.

Unemployment had hit

7.8 percent, but economists were nervously guessing that the recession had bottomed out.

Mr. J.J. was into reruns, so he was airing

the most profitable of his previous shows.
was a former

~iss

His guest one morning

America, C.P., the charismatic who believes that

her crushed leg was healed by a miracle.

As the time came for the

invitation to write or call in, J. asked Cheryl to pray for all
those in the viewing audience in need of a miracle.
Then on the television screen appeared a young mechanic who
was being laid off work.

His boss was apologetic.

assured him that he understood times were tough.

The young man
He went home and
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This scene was followed

by a pitch for a free copy of J.J.'s book 'Don't Give Up'.

Then

the camera returned to the young man who was again being greeted,
this time by a seemingly jubilant wife.

No words were spoken, but

the implication was that the man had found another job.

And the

obvious message was to trust in God in time of financial need.
Then J.J. returned to the camera with the following message:
"If you have something on your heart, if you're hurting, if you're
ill, if you have a great need, or a little need, if you just need to
write to someone, I'll be so glad to hear from you.
you and write you back.
in your life.

And I'll expect a miracle of God to happen

iVly address is J.J., Tulsa, Oklahoma.

People do write to J.J ••

I'll pray with

J,

[

God bless you."

a onetime associate

of the J.J. Evangelistic Association, claims that J. was receiving
in excess of 6 million letters annually by the mid-1970's and that
.' immediately after a prime-time special the postal service would
deliver 100,000 a day.

Other prime-time preachers receive mail

in proportion to their audience size.

G.B. claims to receive 40,000

to 50,000 pieces of mail a week, but immediately after his primetime crusades it is not unusual for him to get that much in a single
day.

Wha reads all this mail?

tion that he does.

J.J. gives his viewers every indica-

J. would have to read twenty-four letters a

minute just to get through his mail -- and that doesn't leave any
time for him to respond.

Instead, it is the thinking machine that

plugs in names, thanks Martha or Ray for the $10 contribution, tells
John that the Lord will see him through unemployment, and asks Jim
one more time if he won't make a special sacrifice for the glory of God.
On television, one of the most common cries that brings in the
mail is that the foreclosing banker is on the doorstep.

~any

are
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of the cameras and made urgent pleas to their audiences to bail them
out before they have to cut back on the number of stations on which
they are seen.

And most of the majors have, on more than one occa-

sion, quite literally been on the brink of financial insolvency.
But each time this has happened, to date, their faithful followers
have heard their pleas, and their empires have been snatched from
the threat of oblivion.
If their operations have frequently lacked a sound set of
business principles for planned growth, their faith and hard work
have thus far gotten them through adversity.

From their perspective,

this deliverance is abundant evidence of God's providential involvement in their ministry as well as a sign that the Lord expects yet
bigger and better projects for the glory of His name.

And this is

all the encouragement they need to launch even more ambitious projects
that seem destined to put them out on a limb yet another time.
The logic of the evangelical success formula demands reaching
as many people as possible, a requirement that many critics attack
as a principal cause of corrupt acts.

In order to pay for t he increa-

sed production costs of reaching larger audiences, one needs -- an
even larger audience.

It's a fiscal Catch-22.

The compulsion this

predicament creates translates into getting on a lot of stations, at
the most desirable time slot possible, and with a program that catches and holds a large audience.
its own special agonies.

Each of these requirements brings

In the final analysis, all the TV ministers

have to ask themselves whether the contributions received from a
particular market and market area are equal to or greater than the
costs of broadcasting to that market.
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market by market, creates a dilemma of conscience.

On the one

hand, the raison d'etre of the ministries is to reach out and spread
the gospel message.

On the other hand, they can't carry a ministry

in a market very long if they don't attract an audience of sufficient
size to cover the costs.

Presumably those areas where it is most

difficult to cover costs are also those most in need of the gospel.
Those that easily pay their own way, in contrast, can probably be
judged to be less in need of the gospel message.

Since few markets

are exceptionally profitable and, thus, most are running somewhere
close to the break-even point, there is constant pressure to drop
unprofitable markets and replace them with markets where the televangelists might fare better.
The' syndicated television ministries compete with one another,
first of all, just to get on the air.

But inasmuch as audience size

and revenues are dependent, in considerable measure, on the time in
which a program appears, the competitive pressure can become pretty
fierce.

In a word, this competition has triggered a fundamental free-

enterprise principle of supply and demand.

The greater the demand

for air time during a particular time period, the greater the price
tag it can demand.
Getting on the air at the right time is critical to developing
an audience of significant size, but the right time slot is insufficient if the program itself does not hold the audience -- thus the
final compulsion to produce a show that can compete on commercial
television'S terms.
program,

[

J,

executive producer of C.P. 's

strongly asserts that the quality of religious television

-66is paramount.

"What are they asking us to do?" he asks.

"Get

black and white, adjust our glasses before we read a Scripture,
shuffle up to the camera?

By that time we've lost our viewer.

He's gone to watch Bugs Bunny."
And this, of course, brings us back to that old nemesis, money.
By almost any standards, the ability of the electronic churches
to raise money is impressive.

The top four programs on television

collectively took in over a quarter of a billion dollars in 1980.
The next five largest took in more than $100 million.
of money.

That's a lot

Even more impressive is the fact that most of it comes

in ·$5, :plO, and $15 contributions.
There is no question that raising this money is costly.

] ost

of the major TV ministries eventually turn to direct-mail fundraising organizations.

l'.~any

fund raisers do not work on the prin-

ciple of how many cents out of each dollar must be used for fund
raising.

Rather, they sell clients on the idea of investment for

the purpose of acquiring a donor base, just as one would lay down
capital to build a store.

They may begin with the notion of a break-

even acquisition -- you spend a dollar to get a dollar back.
Suppose you invest $100,000 to acquire 5,000 donors who give
an average of $20 each.

That's a break-even acquisition.

But once

you have the donors, you can expect a fairly large proportion of them
to be repeaters.

So the second year, the cost of obtaining a contri-

bution from those who have already given once is much lower.
Assume that an organization retains 3,000 of the 5,000 donors, or
60 percent, for the second year.

Amortizing in this way, it takes

ten years for the list of 5,000 donors to diminish to a mere 500.
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of 5 percent -- and each year the cost of raising that money declines.
Let's look at how fund raising works in the concrete context of
a religious te l evision program.

Let's assume you wrote in for a

free book, which you read and thought was pretty interesting.
have also become a fairly regular viewer of the program.

You

Along

about the third or fourth time you receive a letter appealing for
money to support the ministry, you decide that the religious telecast
really is worthwhile and that you ought to be doing your share to
support it.
Once you have become a donor, the organization pursues several
techniques to retain you as well as to upgrade the level of your
giving.

Many organizations attempt, even as they try to get you to

make a first contribution, to retain you as a regular contributor by
getting you to join their organization of regulars.

[
,:

R.S. has his

_, members, R.P. his Club members, J.J. his
:, Partners, and so forth.

These memberships, at once, create a

sense of belonging as well as an obligation to contribute.

Some

require a specific amount per month; others, only the expectation
that you will make a regular contribution commensurate with your
capacity to give.

So the goal of all these organizations is not

simply to get a one-time contribution from you, but to capture your
ongoing commitment.
Once they can count on you as a regular contributor, they
endeavor to increase your contribution.
ty of ways.

This may be done in a varie-

For one, you can simply be asked to contribute more than

you did the last time.

Computers can keep better track of that sort
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reminder of the amount of your last contribution.

Or you might

be reminded that inflation is driving the cost of everything up,
including religious broadcasting, thus implying that if you are to
remain even with your level of giving, you should give more.
In addition to regularizing and upgrading, almost all television ministries make special add-on appeals.

They may ask you to

respond to a specific financial crisis, which mayor may not be real.
Or they may ask for a seasonal sacrifice or a contribution to some
special project or event.

At least one reason almost all television

ministries have building projects is that they have learned that
people like to contribute to bricks and mortar -- to something
vaguely immortal.
At the heart of a successful direct-mail operation, of course,
is the appearance of highly personalized communications, those
friendly computer mentions of your name in letters.

(If you look

closely, you'll probably find that all that first-naming is done on
the first page; it's cheaper to personalize one page and duplicate
the rest.)

The reader may also find mention of his or her hometown

or state in the body of the letter.

To the unsophisticated, the

letter has every appearance of having been written especially for
them.

It is, of course, computer-produced, using technology unavail-

able until only a few years ago.
As the organization acquires more information about you, that
information may be stored in computers and automatically recalled to
be scattered through future communications in the same manner as name
and residence may be inserted in initial communications.
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might have been for some special cause are all easily retrievable
facts that can be blocked into form letters that are going out to
thousands of others who share with you the fact that they are
contributors.
One of the functions of telephone counseling services and
prayer request calls is that future mass mailings can recall your
requests along with the expression of hope or trust that prayers have
been answered.

Furthermore, if you've called to request special

prayers, let us say, for someone who is about to die, you are likely to receive a pamphlet or sermon about dealing with bereavement.
Or you may receive a letter in which appropriate paragraphs have
been selected from hundreds in storage for use in dealing with a
particular problem.
Many people take a highly cynical view of this kind of hightechnology response to real people with real problems.

But

as B. K. admitted, there is just no way that he and all the other
television ministers can respond personally.
tice is highly deceptive.

In one sense the prac-

On the other hand, the system is set up

so that many people get responses to problems that trouble them.
And to the best of their abilities, the direct-mail organizations
are trying to respond as R. or J. or B. would respond IF there were
enough hours in the day for them to do so.

Again, the paradox of

technology: the greater the skill of the organization in promoting
parapersonal communication, the more likely it is to establish rapport
with its followers, and, in turn, the more likely these people are
to become even bigger contributors to the ministry.
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communicants of particular ministries.

They give a great deal, some

beyond their means, and they communicate frequently both in writing
and on the phone.

Not unlike charitable organizations, the electro-

nic church organizations are on the lookout for these types of people and do go after them personally for bequests.

They have trust

departments that can arrange for deferred giving, life insurance
policies, guaranteed income if someone wills his of her estate to
the organization.

Personally, we find this more distasteful than

any other aspect of the electronic churches' fund-raising practices.
But it would be less than fair to the TV ministries that engage In
such pratices to fail to note that almost every organization in our
society that seeks charitable contributions uses essentially the
same techniques.

-

A few programs never solicit funds on the air.

Some feel that

the mood of the religious program should not be interrupted by
solicitation.

On the other hand, others have a more practical

reason for this policy: they say that indirect techniques are more
effective. I:one

Program] for example, offers Bible study materials

to its viewers with the assurance that if you write for the free
offering, your name will not end up on "another mailing list."
And this pledge is honored.

When the offer comes, you receive a

card that you can check and return IF you want to continue to receive
materials.

If you return the card, you will receive Bible study and

daily devotional materials, along with the opportunity to contribute
to the ministry.

But there is no hard pressure to do so.

-71At the other end of the continuum, a few ministries devote a
s i gnificant proportion of their air time to solicitation.
there is a direct correlation between the

a~ount

Often

of time s pent ap-

pealing for money and the current cash-flow troubles of the ministry .
J.J. normally rattles the cup for only a few minutes during each
telecast, but his ov.erextension with a project for a medical complex has forced him to lengthen his solicitation talks.

In late

September 1980, he mailed to everyone on his mailing lists "Special
Announcement" postcards that said to be sure and watch on October

5.

The message in J.J.'s handwriting read, "This may be the most i mportant news I've ever announced on national television."

On that

morning the television cameras were moved outside and for a significant
portion of the program J.J. stood in the midst of his unfinished
medical project, pleading for money.
J.J.'s solicitation pivots on the concept of "seed faith."
"You Sow It, Then God Will Grow It" is the title of an article by
J.J. in a recent issue of his[:

] magazine.

His a pproach

is always that giving to God, through the J.J. Evangelistic Association, will earn you personal rewards.

It's for your Ovvn good that

you contribute.
~ost

television preachers push the self-interest idea, but

some pursue giving as a matter of duty.

Dr. E.E., a Pentecostal

preacher with a doctorate from Stanford University, presides over a
a program called L

]

on the F .Broadcasting Network

which broadcasts in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Hartford, Connecticut.

When it's time to raise money, he goes after his loyal foll-

owers with a righteous fervor, a fervor in defence of a preacher's
duty to solicit funds:
wThere is no higher worship expression than giving ... I don't believe
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begging. We feel religious giving is the Christian frame, which is
a sacrificial expression of worship and it is ~~iomatic. If you
don't know the worth of God, the worth of God's word, the worth of
eternal things, you will not invest in them. But if you truly know
the worth of God, the worth of God's word, the worth of eternal
things, you will invest in them in the place where you are taught
those things.
That's self-evident Christianity. Now why don't you get on
with it? Don't make me sit here and wait. I'm talking to the people
who understand value ... It's sacrificially giving to God. Only those
who know it are going to respond. But you who know it, get on with
the responding now. Get on that telephone. Let me see them jam up
for a change."
Following a videotape of a singing group that appears regularly on

r

I , E.E. comes back on camera and says he doesn't

know whether to be glad or sad.

He counts the pledge slips, announces

that he still needs another $2,800. and enjoins his viewers to "get
on with it while they sing again."

The same tape is played again,

E.E. comes back on camera and preaches some more about giving as
worship, then he orders the control studio to "track that up again".
And to the audience he says, "You got six minutes."
All of this, mind you, is a videotape filmed at some ear l ier
date and perhaps rerun several times.

=, Club"

and "The ,

format to raise money.

The daily talk shows, " 'r he

-, Club", utilize a modified telethon
In their own way they can be nearly as

heavy-handed as the Reverend Dr. E.E., although neither R.P. nor
B. K. would see his techniques in that light.
As in all telethons, the appeal to make a pledge is more or
less continuous and not infrequently nauseous.

What differentiates

-73the religious from the secular pledge is the holding out of the
promise of healing, miracles, special personal blessings from God,
claiming the whole earth for Jesus, and so forth.
go for the heartstrings in a pretty obvious way.

The televangelists
And the 800 toll-

free number makes it easy for the viewer to call in a pledge.
On the night the

r

1 Club concept was conceived, B. K. who

had joined R. P.'s organization only a few weeks earlier, appeared
on camera just before the scheduled sign-off and told the audience:
" Our entire purpose has been to serve the Lord Jesus Christ through
radio and television. But we've fallen short.

We need $ 10,000 a

month to stay on the air, and we're far short of that.

Frankly,

we're on the verge of bankruptcy and just don't have the money to
pay our bills."

R. P. recalls in his autobiography [

that B.K.'s voice broke and that he cried.

]

He continues: "The came-

raman in the studio held steady, his camera focused on B.K.'s face
as the tears rolled down and splattered on the concrete floor
Immediately the phones in the studio started ringing until all ten
lines were jammed.

Those tears had touched the hearts of the people

allover the state .

People called in weeping ... By 2:30 a.m. we

had raised $105,000."
Beyond any shadow of doubt, P. & K. believe that this was God's
way of delivering their budding television station from bankruptcy.
Their critics might doubt that the tears flow at God's behest, but
on that evening B.K. clearly found a winning formula that made
contact between people's hearts and pocketbooks on the one end,
and the 'r eligious broadcasters' telephone lines on the other.

~.1any

people who are old enough to remember that "The Tonight Show" has

-74not always been hosted by Johnny Carson refer to B.K. as the Jack
Paar of the religious networks.

But whereas Paar's bawling on the

air contributed to his demise as a talk-show host, tears are possibly B. K. greatest asset.

They show him to be human, someone who is

moved by the things that move other people, a person worthy of trust
and support.

Some B.K.'s financial scrapes are enough to make any

man cry, but when he does it on camera, it's like money in the bank.
B.K. carefully shed a token tear at the end of his January 1981
interview with President-Elect Ronald Reagan, then brushed it away.
f'Let's keep those pledges coming in," he said briskly while the
call-in numbers blazed across the screen under his picture: "Pledges
1-800- [

-] ., Prayers 1-704- C

I ."

with the phone-answering

forces lined up on camera, Reagan paid back his campaign debts fast
in money raised for B.K.'s program.
No matter how emotional the appeal, some people just don't get
sucked into impulse giving.

So the televangelists use a variety of

other methods to raise the cash they need to sustain air time.
Besides direct appeal on the air, there are three other categories:
the offering of gifts; the sale of books, records, tape recordings,
religious art, and other items; and prayer and counseling services.
Many of the programs utilize all these teChniques to some degree, but
there are distinct differences in their approaches to fund raising.
As we have seen, direct appeal on the air can vary from the straightforward pitch to the emotional plea to a duty/obligation rap.
Perhaps the most widely used teChnique for getting names and addresses
for the solicitation lists, however, is the offering of gifts.
staple of this approach are printed matter and inexpensive but

The
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But all sorts of other things are

offered as well -- oassette recordings of sermons, records, prayer
cloth, decals, bumper stickers, and even samples of earth from the
Holy Land.
The printed materials come in all sizes, shapes, and quality,
ranging from basement mimeograph machine products to four-color
commercially printed jobs.

They include sermons, monthly Bible study

and devotional materials, pamphlets, magazines, and books (both hardand soft-cover).

Magazines have been around for quite a While, but

high-quality four-color magazines have only recently exploded on
the TV religion scene.

One is reminded of the sudden appearance of

airline magazines; once they existed, every airline had to have its own.
Lapel buttons and necklaces are the most frequently offered
types of jewelry.

Often the jewelry identifies the program, with

logos such as,[B.K.'S program

I and

the [Club

] , but necklaces

in the shape of stars, crosses, and brief messages are among the
repertoire of Offerings.
popular.

Medallions with inscribed messages are also

C.P. preached a sermon entitled "Turn Your Scars Into Stars"

and offered a five-pointed-star necklace on which that message
was inscribed.
During the summer of 1980, L.L. offered a "Vote" lapel pin
with the letter T enlarged and in the shape of a cross.

If you

wrote or called, you also received a bQmper sticker with the same
word and a message from L.L. extolling the virtues of Christian
Citizenship.
Two principles underlie the offering of free materials.
first is the principle of reciprocity.

The

Although there is indeed no
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theory of reciprocity holds that when someone does something for
you it is proper that you respond by doing something in return.
We don't feel comfortable being in the debt of others.

Giving to

someone who has given to us restores the balance of interpersonal
relations.

This, of course, is paradoxical to the urge to get some-

thing for nothing, but the human psyche is complex and sometimes
contradictory.
Charities have understood this principle of reciprocal giving
for a long time, but perhaps it has not been so fully exploited as
in recent years by the electronic church ministries.

As early as the

19408, the Easter Seal organization sent out those beautiful stamps,
knowing people would be tempted to affix them to their mail.

But to

do so would conjure up a bit of guilt unless one had contributed to
the charity.

And for years veterans' organizations sent out minia-

ture license plates, imprinted with the individual ~· s own license
number, which were designed to fit on a key ring.

They came with

the request to return them if you didn't want them, but obviously
one's own license number was of no value to anyone else.

So in

order not to feel guilty about sticking the little license on the
key ring, millions of people stuffed a dollar or two in the return
envelope that came with the gift.
:'Ilost of the gifts sent out by the electronic churches are
inexpensive, usually costing less per unit that the handling and
postage.

Ideally, the total cost, including handling is less than

the monies received, and the net gain goes to pay for television
program production costs and the purchase of air time.
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This leads

to the second pr inciple underlying the offering of gifts.

The names

of persons who take the time to write a note or call a toll-free
number to get a gift automatically go onto the computer list for
direct-mail solicitation.

Such people are more likely to contribute

than people on a random list.

They have watched the program and are

apparently not negative in their attitudes or they likely would
have turned off the program before the offer was made.

The task

is to transform these interested parties into contributors to the
ministry -- preferably regular contributors.
The offering of gifts has become the most successful way of
attracting people to the television ministries.

"You can't just

preach the gospel and wait for the money to come in," C. W., director
of C.P.'s [programJ told us.

"It doesn't happen that way.

You've

got to offer some incentive for people to communicate with you.
The minute we stop offering gifts, our revenues go down dramatically."
The money C.P.'s program raises is a lot less than that of the other
major religious programs, perhaps just because he uses a less aggressive approach to fund raising.
handing out the freebies

That revenues fall when he stops

is as good as any indication of how impor-

tant the hard sell is.
The offering of religious items for sale -- rather than giving
them away -- is another important way in which both radio and television ministries support their operations.

This is done both over

the air and through the mail once an individual is on a mailing list .
. Actually, the items are usually not identified as being for sale but
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are two basic strategies in this approach.

There

The first implicitly

acknowledges that although the item being offered does have some
real monetary value, it is not equal to the price for which it is
offered.

It is rather a gift sent in exchange for a donation.

For example, 00 . 00 . recently offered a boxed set of the seven books
that had most influenced his life in exchange for a gift of $100 to
his Baptist College.

They were paperback books that were obviously

worth only a fraction of the offering price, but the contributor
knows that he or she is making a donation, not purchasing an item
of great value.

The items are intended to be an inducement to give.

B. K.'s Masters' Art Collection is a clear case in point.

In the pro-

motional material B.K. writes that the painting of Jesus as a baby
is so mov.ing that "my wife cannot look at it ... without crying."
A different strategy is to offer items at what is, generally
speaking, a fair market value.

Because the radio or television

ministry produces the items itself, or buys them in bulk, there is
a net profit in each transaction.

S.S., more than any of the other

television ministers, uses the hawking of religious merchandise as
a mainstay of his fund raising.

S.S. is a successful gospel recording

artist as well as a television evangelist, and his records are one
of his most important offers.
Those who get on S.S.'s mailing list receive a monthly magazine
entitled the

r

J.

The September 1980 issue consisted of

forty-four pages, twenty-eight of which were devoted to "advertising"
things one could receive for a donation of a specified amount.
More than forty record albums were offered, which were also available
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In addition, there were cassette

recordings of S.S.'s sermons, Bibles, books, photo albums, calendars,
Christmas cards, song books, and "Jesus Saves" pen sets.
In effect, this is a mail-order catalog business in which items
are offered for a fixed donation, which makes it a tax-deductible
transaction.

In itself, the mail-order business is inadequate to

cover the costs of putting S.S. on more than 200 television stations,
but it does help pay the bills.

A lot of radio and television minis-

tries have utilized this technique of fund raising, but the hardselling S.S. has done so more extensively and successfully than
any of the others.
Another fund-raising technique that is utilized by even some of
the smaller radio and television ministries is the promotion of travel.
Trips to the Holy Land, of course, are the most popular.
September 1980 issue of the 1-

1

That

promoted a trip with S.S.

and his wife to Israel, with stopovers in Jordan and Egypt, for $11449.
But S.S. apparently found another lucrative travel route.
of the ':

J . were

invited to join him for the ':

Hawaiian Crusade in the dead of winter.

Readers
_I

They reserved the best

rooms in the "exquisite" Hilton in Honolulu, and the promotional
copy claimed that "thousands will be coming".

The advertisement

then went on to say: "The warmth of Hawaii will strengthen you physically and the spiritual experience will be priceless."

If the

spiritual experience itself was priceless, the base price tag for
surf and salvation in the sun was $999 from Dallas, per person, double occupancy.

If, indeed, thousands of S.S.'s followers did follow

him to the land of Aloha, the travel agent's commissions to the
S.S. Evangelistic Association were considerable.
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raising money.

Professional organizations, alumni associations,

automotive clubs, and other groups promote travel packages as a
means of bolstering revenues, and there are very few sacred shrines
in America where a gift shop for the hawking of religious merchandise
doesn't exist.
It's hard to draw the line between the fair and the shoddy.

For

example, some radio ministries have offered items of real value at
less than the going retail price.

One Texas radio preacher offered

video-cassette recorders for about $200 less than retail.

The giver,

thus not only got a bargain, but also received the bonus of a nice
tax deduction for a charitable contribution.

And the minister, because

he had purchased the recorders at wholesale discount rates, netted a
profit on each transaction.

Critics, however, might object to such

discount retailing under God's banner.
Soliciting prayer requests and offering religious counseling is
the fourth way the television programs draw people into their ministries.

J.J. and R.S. encourage people to write, but they also offer

telephones for the receipt of prayer requests.
and [The

Club]

Both [The

strongly encourage the use of the telephone and

prominently display their phone counselors on the air.
9~sting

Club]

The new broad-

network facilities are equipped with fifty-four incoming tele-

phone- lines for twenty-four-hour counseling.

In addition, the I Network]

has seventy telephone counseling services in metropolitan areas around
the country.

Fifty of those centers have paid staff members, and

telephones are manned by a total of 10,000 volunteers. [The
broadcasts intermittently

Club_]

flash the telephone numbers of both the
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local and the national centers on the screen, and during the broadcast viewers are repeatedly encouraged to call.
The rationale for I:The
in Scripture.

~.1atthew

Club] telephone ministry is grounded

18:19 reads,"

if two of you shall agree

on earth as touching any thing that they shall ask, it shall be done
for them of my Father which is in heaven."

Telephone counseling,

thus, is a way of yoking volunteers to persons in need of a prayer
partner.

If two shall agree, God will answer their prayers.

selors at both [The
charismatic Christians.

Club]

and the [The

Coun-

Club:lare mostly

Their sense of God's personal, intimate In-

volvement in life is quite foreign to most mainline protestant and
Catholic traditions.
But the prime-timers are sensitive to the thin line between counseling and the use of the prayer lines to build their mailing lists.
A television documentary on the electronic church entitled "The Gospel According to- TV" filmed a counselor receiving a phone call from
a person who needed a house with three bedrooms and a fenced-in yard
for not more than $200 a month.

Without any hesitation the counselor

said, "OK, let's go to the Lord in prayer."

The counselor prayed

that the caller would be leQ to the right realtor, that guardian
angels would protect the house until he could claim it, and Satan
was commanded not to interfere in the transaction.
personnel about this film clip.

We asked prograi'il

Did they find it offensive and feel

that it was intended by the producer of the documentary as a putdown?

They did not object to anything -- except the fact that the

sequence included the counse-lor taking down information about the
caller.
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dilemmas of evangelism, servitude and solicitation.

In 1979

Club] and its local counseling affiliates received

[ The

1,397,000 telephone calls.

According to R.P., 75,000 of those

persons made a "decision for Christ" and were referred to a local
church.

How could you pass their names and addresses along if you

didn't write them down?

And as long as you've got them down, how

can

you pass up the opportunity to merge them into your direct-mail list?
In addition to the prayer requests and spiritual decisions,
every month produces tens of thousands of calls from people with
emotional problems, family problems, drug and alcohol problems, and
so on.

[

Club] counselors deal with more than 250 suicide calls

and a whole catalog of other personal troubles per month.
The nature of the counseling offered by the various electronic
church organizations varies, but the total volume is considerable.
There is plenty of room for those with different training and values
to question the adequacy and appropriateness of all or most of the
counseling that occurs.

The burden of proving the assertion that

these people are doing more harm than good, however, rests with the
accusers.

There is solid research that suggests that sensitive lay-

men can help anxiety cases more than Ph.D. psychologists.
For whatever reason a person may call, counselors obtain sufficient information to get that caller on the organization's mailing
list -- if he or she is not already there.

The one exception we

found to this was the telephone counseling service affiliated with
C.P.'s"program.

People who calli:

J do not get cycled into the

mailing list unless they explicitly request to have their names placed
there.

Other organizations told us they would honor " a caller's request

-83NOT to be placed on a list.
People don't normally call an anonymous counselor unless they
experience loneliness, anxiety, or hurt that cannot be relieved by
family or friends.

For many callers, the opportunity to become

involved in a television ministry is exactly the kind of support
they need to deal with a problem.

In many cases, this involvement

does lead them to a local church.

In others, the transformation of

counseling into an opportunity for solicitation is a betrayal of
a trusting relationship and the epitome of religious hucksterism.
However an individual becomes known to a TV ministry, his or her
name goes onto a computerized list for direct-mail solicitation.

How

long a name remains on the list, and what the person can expect to
receive, varies from organization to organization.
a

na~e

Generally speaking,

remains on a list longer if some financial contribution has

been made than if the individual has only requested a gift.
In December 1979 those on B.K.'s direct-mail list received a
letter describing the importance of thE LPr 0 gram_l 's phone lines over
the Christmas holidays, which for many people is a time of loneliness
and despair.

The previous December 20,000 people had called.

The

letter stated that there was a average of sixteen suicide calls
day.

A gift to the program, thus, could help save lives.

that same month, a letter described the 1980 C

a

Later

J Club Devotional

Guide, filled with photos, testimonial materials of thecprogram's=,
guests, and 366 pages designed to bless and help the reader grow
closer to the Lord each day of the year

yours "when you send a

gift of $15.00 or more to help support the

I

programs."
art.

I

Club and all its

January brought an offer of a collection of religious

February informed the potential giver that a contribution

-84could help keep t.Jhe

Club I on the air ln his or her city.

March

provided the opportunity to contribute to the building of the
[special project ~ •
And so it goes each month, or with each mailing.

If you're

not attracted to contribute for one reason, perhaps another pitch will
a ppeal to you.

r

~~. f'/I.

may ask you to give to a special project, the

:' Missionary Society one month,

I a

College the

next~

and to join in cleaning up 'smut' in America the following.
A few of the TV preachers, usually those of the minor league,
effectively hang out "Givers Only" signs.

One of our inquiries re-

sulted in a straightforward message: "If you can't give to our ministry, you won't receive anything from us" -- except, we were promised at the conclusion of the letter, the prayers of the TV minister.
In another case we were informed that the free book that had been
offered was out of print.

We followed up with a request for the same

book using a different name and enclosing a contribution;

the book

was promptly mailed . . f.1ost television ministries deny that contributors
and noncontributors receive different treatment in the processing of
requests but our research revealed that this simply is not always
the case.
Some organizations, however, send the same materials to contributors and noncontributors alike.

This is likely to include maga-

zines, newsletters, devotional materials, as well as letters of solicitation.

Others hold out the promise of these things IF you become

a contributor.

Letters of SOlicitation may be spaced as far apart as

every three months or arrive as frequently as every ten days.

-85Some organizations drop a name after only a few attempts if no
contributions are forthcoming, but othernseem never to clean their
mailing lists.
One thing that is fairly standard in direct-mail solicitations
is the fact that they are systematically varied.

Key codes hidden

on the response cards let the junk-mail experts compute the exact
level of response from each pitch they test.
To date, the government has been reluctant to

~ecome

involved

in the regulation of financial matters of religious organizations,
and religious organizations have not been very eager to open their
books for inspection.

By the end of 1976, only 13 percent of the

fifty-five most inquired about religious organizations had provided
audited financial information to the Better Business Bureau.

Two

years later, that figure had nearly doubled to 24 percent, but that
still leaves three-quarters who offer no financial accountability.
In 1977 Senator Mark Hatfield informed a

grou~

of evangelical

leaders that if they did not assume responsibility for regulating
themselves there was every likelihood that legislation would be
required.

In fact, Congressman Charles Wilson of Texas had already

introduced a bill that would have required disclosure "at the p_oint
of solicitation."

In December 1977 representatives of thirty-two

evangelical groups met in Chicago to discuss cooperative efforts.
Thomas Getman, chief legislative assistant to Senator Hatfield, told
the group, "Legislation is not important; disclosure is."
encouraged "a voluntary disclosure program

Getman

that will preclude

the necessity of federal intervention into the philanthropic and
religious sector."

-86Almost two years later Dr. Stanley

~ ooneyham,

president of

World Vision, acknowledge"d, 'There is no denying that this threat
of governmental action was one of the stimuli' that produced the
December meeting and the subsequent activities which le d to the
founding of the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability.
In early 1980 the ECFA listed 115 charter members, but the
television ministries were conspicuous by their general absence.

:.1. ~/l . 's Church and Related :vrinistries was the only charter me mber
among the regular syndicated TV ministries.

Also among the charter

members were the G.B. Evangelistic Association, which broadcasts
specials rather than weekly programs;

O.P.'s organization which

pr oduces teleth ons to raise money for its international ministries;
and [C.C.'s B.B.B.

:1.

It is still too early to determine whether the ECFA will
provide the kind of self-regulation that Senator Hatfield and others
hope for.

Our own efforts to gain information that would permit us

to evaluate the financial status of these organizations left us
with doubts, although we concede that it may be a matter of their
getting organized and clarifying policies.

In addition, the

a pparent reluctance of all but one of the major television ministries
to join the ECFA can only raise concern about their financial
operations. "

*************************
The Canadian Council of Better Business Bureaus' Philanthropic Advisory Service currently lists 11 U.S. based TV evangelists
who
ty.

hav~

failed to meet CCBBB standards for financial accountabili-

The evangelists listed are all buyers of Canadian Television

airtime, or their programs are aired in Canada via cable systems.

-87airtime, or their programs are aired in Canada via cable systems.(J)
The Canadian Council of Better Business Bureaus has received
numerous complaints from citizens regarding direct-mail solicitation letters from television evangelists.
The following is a cross-section of the types of pitches made
to prospective donors from TV evangelists.

A) THE CRISIS PITCH

Perhaps the most common solicitation appeal from electronic
preachers is the crisis pitch, where the evangelist makes a personal appeal to viewers, asking them to help him avoid the prospect of his TV ministry going into financial collapse.

The appeal

may be conducted on air, or via direct-mail, or both, and is usually highly charged with emotionalism.

Here is a typical

exa~ple

of the crisis pitch:

It

Dear Partner 1_

_I :

I pray that our letters have crossed in the mail
because only Good Almighty knows how important this is:
yes, only God knows.
Partner
talk.

L

, it is time that we

Yet, it is so hard to set words out.

They feel

(J) Give But Give Wisely, Spring 1986, Philanthropic Advisory
Service, Canadian Council of Better Business Bureaus.

-88they are stuck in my throat.

But, painfully, I will do

my best to obey God and tell you this.
Many great preachers are in the graveyard.
Their Bibles are closed and collecting dust where
they lay on bookshelves of a loved one.

Because many

a preacher one night preached their last sermon.

And

after everyone had left their church, and as the pastor
stood at the back door of his church and takes one last
look at his pulpit, the altar and the empty pews, and
as he reaches to turn off the lights in the church sanctuary he somehow knows he will never preach again.

his

ministry was over.
Partner

r

I

, if you have answered my last

letter in which I prayed for God to help you get that
$25.00 to stop the devil from closing down

[my ~

50

year old soul saving ministry, then there is hope that
the lights will not be turned off for the last time for
my ministry.
spirit.

But I still have to talk to you in the

If they turn off the lights on my television

camera they will turn off the light of my life, this ministry.

I need your help to stop this from happening.

As I prayed I felt that by you getting this $25.00
for this ministry you will be making a sacrifice.

But

God said that the way one of the people He is talking to,
to give this $25.00 would know it was them because after
they give this $25.00 they would still have some money
left.

Is this you?

If it is you, please RUSH that $25.00

-89in the mail today.
cy crisis.

Obey God and help stop this emergen-

God will bless those who listen to His voice

concerning this sacrifice.

Is this you?

After you sa-

crifice this $25.00 you will still have some left.
this you?

Is

In your heart you will have to answer this

question between you and God.
And, the Lord spoke to my heart to tell you that if
you do not have the $25.00 now, He is going to lead you
to where and how to get this $25.00 for His glory.

It

will be a sacrifice but it was a sacrifice when Jesus
gave his life on Calvary for you and me to have everlasting life.

Jesus is the greatest giver of all.

you give is going to come back to you, Partner

And, what

L

J ,

many times over.
LET US PRAY

...

Dear God, lead my Partner

L

,

how to get this $25.00 for this emergency.
p l ease help Partner [

J

to where and
And, Lord,

to sacrifice this $25.00

if he is the one who, after he gives it, will still have
some money left.

t

Lord, You know whether or not Partner

:, has already mailed his sacrifice, and whether

or not our letters have crossed in the mail.

Jesus, if he

has already mailed his sacrifice, he may want a second
b l essing.

Every bit is going to help stop this emergency.

If he does , Lor d, l e ad hi m to wri te to me twi ce during this
emergency month.

Lord, I need somebody to help me keep

-90from forever turning off the lights of this ministry
that is helping so many people.
me.

I pray in Jesus' na-

Amen •••
As quickly as I receive your answer to this letter

I am going to send you a special faith gift from

t

my wife

:1

and me.

I have an electric Jesus night

light which you can use in your bedroom or wherever you
want to place it there where you live.

Each time you

look at this glowing light it is going to remind you
that Jesus is walking back and forth ... back and forth
beside your bed all night long, watching over you as you
sleep.

I want you to have this.

Please answer this yellow letter.

r'll be watching

the mail for this envelope with your name on it.

And I wi l l

hold your Jesus night light for you until I hear from
you.

Just let me know you want yours.
This is so important all I can do is pray, watch

and wait on your answer.
Watching And Waiting The Mail For Your Answer,

"
B)

THE POLITICAL PITCH
Some evangelists have turned to the political forum as a

means of raising money.

It is not known to what extent this

practice is being used in Canada, but we list an example from
U.S. here for purposes of illustration:

-91" Dear Friend,
I do not intend to scare you •.. but I do want to sound
the alarm!
When Paul Revere alerted his fellow colonists,
'The British are coming,'

the enemy was easy to spot.

The Redcoats threatened life, property and liberty and
the battle was joined to save their freedom and their
lives.
But I want to alert you to a quiet, deceptive enemy
in our churches and in our country .•• an enemy hard to
see.

The enemy I'm talking about is Communism.
I feel so strongly about the issue of Communist

that I've sent you a very special document.

That's the

reason for this large envelope.
As far as I know, no other ministry has taken the
time or the energy to do what we have done here.
But before I explain what this document is and
what we need to do with it, I felt I should tell you why
I am so alarmed over Communism.
Many Americans, even some of my good friends, have
made the mistake of thinking - 'Terrorism and revolution
can never happen here ..• not in our home'.
My friend they are wrong!
Communism is alive, well and thriving today.

Civil

strife, terrorism and revolutionary activities are in
every newspaper headline.

Nicaragua, Cuba, Grenada,

-92and most recently, South Africa are just a few places
where Communism is wrecking countries and killing
people by the scores.
I

Few stop to realize that Nicaragua is only about

2t

hours by plane from Dallas, Texas.
Communism doesn't always begin by terrorism; it

can begin by deception.

But Communism can grow and

tear apart our freedoms only as long as we remain
complacent.
The one thing Communists fear the most is expoSimilarly, Satan can only continue sowing evil

~.

in darkness.

Exposure and the light of the Gospel are

the only sure ways to stop the spread of these evils.
That's why I've put so much effort into preparing the
document I've enclosed.
The document I've sent you has two lists on it.
One list details some of the main points olf the Communist Manifesto which Karl Marx made public in 1984.

I:

sic

Jo.

The other list is a collection of Scriptu-

res showing you clearly what Christians believe.
Marx's Communist Manifesto, written 137 years ago,
spells out the basics of Communism; it is their blueprint for success.
The frightening thing to me is how many of Marx's
original ideas have already become part of our l ives.

Some of his ideas are now the law of the land in the
United States.

-93It's incredible, but true!
Consider just a few points Marx thought were the
keys to Communist success.

*
*

.A heavy graduated income tax

Religion must be discredited; religion is no-

thing more than the opiate (drug) of the people.
Our l oss of religious liberty in the last 20 yearsin particular, the ban on prayer in schools, is a major
victory for Communism.
Discrediting the sanctity of life by aborting mill ions of unborn babies is another victory.
Banning the 10 Commandments from school rooms is
another evidence of their success.
You never hear any of this referred to as 'communist activity'.

It starts as socialism or secular huma-

nism, but the results are the same ••• loss of our freedoms.
Now you can see why I've gone to the effort and expense of mailing you this special document.

It helps

expose the deception of Communism.
Sending a copy to you is a first step.
But I want to do even more.

We are in a battle for

survival even though you do not see the actual blood
being shed here on our home soil.
I want to distribute a copy of this 'Christian
Answer to Communism'

to every member of the U.S. Con-

gress, the Supreme Court and each State Governor.

I want to make the 'Christian .Answer to Communism'
available to churches who write for it.
Our broadcasts are another powerful tool to sound
the alarm on key issues that will affect us and our
children.

.And that's why it's so critical that we stay

on every station on which we are presently airing.
I am going to need your help to make this campaign
against deception possible.
I know you may think our nation is at peace .•.
why bother to worry about Communism?
But there is a price for complacency ... it's imprisonment ... , the loss of our freedoms and final ly the
fall of our country.
We are indeed the 'salt of the earth'.

Each of us

has the responsibility to help preserve our freedoms.
I want you to consider making a gift of at least
$15.00 toward our Campaign Against Communist Deception.
Part of your gift will be used to print thousands and
thousands of our 'Christian Answer to Communism' for
distribution and part of your gift go toward keeping
broadcasting on the airwaves.
Pl ease don't be complacent and assume this is someone else's problem.

As I write, Soviet prisons are fil-

l ed with people who paid the price for their complacency.
He l p me sound the alarm to our nation's leaders and
state officials through our Campaign Against Communist
Deception.

-95I hope to hear from you quickly.

Every day is

precious.
Urgently and gratefully,

r

]

P.S. Thank you for all your cards and encouraging messages.

I am continuing to improve.

It has meant a

great deal to know you care.
Thank you, too, for generously supporting this crucial project to distribute thousands and thousands of
our 'Christian Answer to Communism.'

Congress has

come back from summer recess and I want to get this information in their hands as soon as possible."

C)

THE VEILED THREAT
Probably one of the more distasteful methods of so l iciting

contributions from donors is that of warnings of serious spiritual repercussions for failure to comply with 'God's will'.

It

is ' difficult to say to what extent this practice is being used,
but some have expressed concern that letters such as the following
one received from a New Brunswick senior citizen are in poor taste, intimidating and a betrayal of trust and confidence:

"Dear

I:
The Lord has shown me very clearly that 1985 will

be a year when more than any time in your life Satan is
going to bring bad things against you.

Worry will be

-96one of Satan's bad things he will use to pull your
spirit dovm.

Fear will come at you like never befo-

re with such stress that disease of stress will be a
serious threat against your health.

Even worse, I see

Satan is going to make his biggest effort to surround
you with so many problems you will feel a sense of hopelessness ... an 'Oh, what's the

~,

I can't make it

anyway. '
The Lord showed me Satan can make these things
work to make 1985 a terrible year for you unless you
KNOW IN ADVANCE the ways he will strike at you ... and
know how to USE YOUR FAITH AS THE SURE WEAPON TO STOP
SATAN IN HIS HATE TO BRING YOU DOWN.

And this is where

the good news is.
The Lord has shown me very clearly that He has planned 1985 to be a year, when more than any time in your
life He is going to bring GOOD THINGS to you.

But you'

ve got to have evidence of this so your faith will really work.

God said, 'Now faith is the evidence ... '

(Hebrews 11:1)
As I sought God about what He was saying to me about 1985 being Satan's bad year against you and God's
GOOD THINGS coming to you, the gift of prophecy came
upon me and 33 predictions were given to me concerning
you.

As I wrote each of these amazing predictions for

you in 1985 and read them over and over, I felt the joy
of God begin to flow up in me for you.

I felt that as

-97you read these JJ PREDICTIONS you will really
alive in

'~'

'~

more than you now think possible.

These predictions did NOT come out of my mind
but by the gift of prophecy.

Among the things these

predictions deal with are:
CREATIVE MIRACLES for things seemingly dead in
your body, your spirit, your mind, and your finances
to come alive again.
REVELATIONAL KNOWLEDGE that will give you inner
warnings on how to avoid Satan's terrible plans against
you, how to recognize ANGElS WHO MAY VISIT YOU UNAWARES IN

1985, how to take advantage of hundredfold return and know
it is for you to receive.
PROSPERITY MIRACLES that are within fingertip reach
of your faith, how to recognize the NEW SIGNS of Jesus'
soon return, how to avoid TERRIBLE NEW DISEASES that are
coming upon people because of their stress over world
conditions, how to enter into the HEALING POWER of the
new charismatic outpouring that is coming, and many more
amazing predictions that can literally TURN THINGS .AROUND
in your life during 1985.
Vlhen God manifests the gift of prophecy in me, it
always changes things for better in my ministry and in
turn enables me to help my Partners MORE THAN EVER.
I have now finished all JJ PREDICTIONS and have
them on the press. Each prediction will give you new
knowledge about Satan's attacks against you, new knowledge on what to do to receive GOD'S GOOD THINGS and

-98turn away Satan's bad things in 1985.

I am exc"ited

and I can't wait to get into 1985 for these GOOD
THINGS to happen and to stop the devil.
By the time I get your letter back telling me
you want these JJ PREDICTIONS for 1985, I will have
your personal copy ready to mail to you.

You can

read them very quickly and then meditate on them and
see how God is speaking to you through them.

I want

you to let me work with you on these JJ predictions
all year long.

I believe you will see miracles hap-

pening in your life that have been stopped heretofore.
This is really exciting.
One more word the Lord said to me about 1985 for
your life: IF YOU NEGLECT TO PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT HE
IS ESPECIALLY SAYING TO YOU, then Satan will take advantage and hit you with bad things and you will wish
that 1985 had never come.
that He is a good God.

God reminded me to tell you

Through the gift of prophecy,

He has spoken again through His servant, to you, my
Partner, so write back and tell me that you want these

JJ PREDICTIONS.

I will mail your personal copy the

very day I get your letter.
I am praying for you.

I want you to have God's

GOOD THINGS instead of the devil's bad things.

Don't

you?
Thank you from the bottom of my heart for enclosing that most important Seed-Faith gift to help me carry

-99on this healing ministry of Jesus.

Your Seed-Faith

gift will help you get your hundredfold return.
Please get your letter off to me real soon.
Your Partner for God's GOOD THINGS,

I:

:I

It

Susan Edgett, manager to the local BBB in Moncton, stated
that the BBB considers letters of this nature to be 'threatening
and intimidating'.

She stated that her office has received seve-

ral complaints in the past regarding letters from TV evangelists,
but there is little the BBB can do except warn people about questionable pressure tactics and inform them they should not feel
intimidated.

D)

FAITH HEALING
James Randi is a magician and lecturer who has been investi-

gating claims of psychic phenomena for thirty years.

In 1985, the

Council for Democratic and Secular Humanism commissioned him, along
with a research team, to investigate claims of 'miracle cures' by
evangelists who conduct faith-healing sessions.

Randi's report

(4)
outlined in great detail the slight-of-hand, information-gathering and memory techniques (mnemonics) used by faith-healing evangelists.

Here are a few of his comments on one such evangelist.

(4) Free Inquiry, Spring 1986
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" I: G:I

is, to put it bluntly, doing a magic

act disguised as religious miracles.

Using a mixture

of very simple and rather sophisticated techniques
learned from observing

r

other evangelists, G. :,

performs his mind-reading tricks in order to prepare
his victims to accept the subsequent demonstration of
faith-healing.

To a large extent, his audience is al-

ready 'primed' to accept him, by his reputation, his
wide exposure on television, and an already established
tradition of charismatic healers, with their 'slaying
of the spirit', 'laying on of hands', and other techniques with which many of the believers are familiar.
They lose themselves in the inane crying out of phrases
like 'Praise the Lord!' and endless repetitions of
'Amen:' and suspend their thinking processes in hopes
that blind faith will win them a place in heaven.
It is incredible what long-time believers will
accept from evangelists.

They have been so conditioned

to ignore paradoxes and to excuse blatant errors of fact
presented to them by the preachers that they actually
take pride in their ability to believe in spite of contrary evidence.

Anyone who has never attended a revival

meeting cannot imagine the assault on reason and sense
to which the audience is subjected.
Rev.

G.

-I

In St. Louis, the

asserted that he only asks for money on-

ce a month, knowing that his listeners cannot check on
the last stop he's made, nor on the next.

He promised

-101just one money appeal during this service but asked
eleven times for donations.
noticed, it seemed

... There

No one objected or even

...

are doubts aplenty.

But

r

G.]

his colleagues carefully warn their followers that
Satan will try to implant doubts in their heads and
that they must resist the temptation to listen.

Satan

will even tempt the believers to withhold that twentydollard bill from

1

G. I

's offering basket.

~ost

manage to resist that temptation .••
... Where is the forum for those who want to complain? There is none.

Any attempt to take questionable

evangelistic healers to court has failed because of two
major factors:

(1) The guilty have simply too much mo-

ney behind them and too large and powerful an organization to be in danger of prosecution.

(2)

The First

Amendment has legislators so completely cowed that they
treat such an action as the very hot potato it is.

Ta-

king an evangelist to court could be political suicide."
There is no doubt that performers like
are culpable.

I: G.

~

(5)

If he were pretending to heal headaches,

backaches, depression, or other psychosomatic ailments,
he could to a considerable extent escape condemnation
for interfering with the well being of his victims.

(5) Emphasis added (underline)

But
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he goes all the way, claiming to treat such problems
as cancer, bacterial infections, physical imperfections,
bone fractures, organic defects, circulatory disease,
and internal disorders simply by praying them away.

r_ G. ]

is literal ly practicing medicine without

any qualifications whatsoever -- an infraction that
cannot be allowed under l aw and a process that can lead
to the injury and death of his victims."

The fol l owing are a few selected cases of persons involved in
faith-healing situations conducted by certain evangelists.

The

first case was documented by the research team of James Randi et
al:

CASE I

"Patient:

f R. M. -, and his wife,

S. -,

, both

in their 40's, of Chelsea, Michigan.
Comment: Mr.

-L M. -_,

rally when I spoke to him.

was acting as an usher at the
He told me that he had not

only been given a 'new stomach' by the Rev.

I:

G.

:1

but that another healer ..• had given him a 'new heart
and twelve other miracles'.

He gave me the name of his

physician at the Chelsea Medical Center and explained
that 'all the time I was going to my doctor, I was recei v ing t hes e h ealings .

But the s ymptoms were a l ways

there every time I went to see the doctor' ...
.•. I contacted ,: S. :, 's family physician, Dr.
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I S. _'.

However, she

offered information about another person 'healed' by
[ G.
re.

:1,

a woman with diabetes and high blood pressu-

.After her 'healing', she stopped her medication

and suffered cardiac arrest and a diabetic crisis.
Dr. McCormick feels 'healings' . are dangerous."

G.ASE 2

"On July 11, 1984 [

Rev. A. _, , while on a tour of

Western Europe ..• was imprisoned in Munich.

He had been

charged with practicing medicine without a licence and
with promising 'sure cures'.

He was held on suspicion

of fraud
on July 8, 1984 a Swiss woman, Anna Berner, had
died of a heart attack at one of his healing sessions.
Moreover, German law requires a licence to practice medecine at public gatherings.

,- Rev. A.:'

claimed that

it was not he who healed but God and that he was only an
intrument of God's power.

According to

'Rev. A. _, ,

his arrest provoked an international incident.

He also

took credit for a storm that hit Munich the day after his
departure, hurling hailstones 'as big as tennis balls and
grapefruit' on the city injuring 300 and inflicting severe
damage .

He insists that Jehova had vent his wrath on the

citizens of Munich because of his arrest."

(6)

(6)

Cases 1 and 2 are excerpts from "Free Inquiry",
Spring Issue, 1986
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faith-healing service used both to solicit funds and place his or
her mental and physical health in danger, the cause for concern becomes even more immediate.

Most of the U.S. evangelists reviewed in

this report regularly conduct faith-healing on Canadian television
airwaves.

Many are registered as charities in Canada, but their

bases here are little more than post-office boxes used to channel
donations to pay for air-time, or to be redirected outside Canada
for purposes unknown.

~~ichael

Rubenstein, director of the Canadian

Council of Better Business Bureaus' Philanthropic Advisory Service
(PAS) states that roughly 30 complaints per year are brought to his
attention from the Metro Toronto area, concerning TV evangelists.
This may not seem to be a large amount, but when one considers the
target audience, and the likelihood of them filing a complaintj or
taking into consideration the lack of recourse the consumer has even
should he decide to file one, this figure is considerable.
According to a 1977 estimate by Television/Radio Age, TV
evangelists spent 500 million dollars to purchase TV and radio time
a decade ago; today, the Rev. Ben Armstrong, president of the NRB
(National Religious Broadcasters)
possibly $2 billion.

estimates the total at $1 billion,

This does not count other expenses and the am-

bitious ancillary enterprises that most have launched.
zine, Feb. 17 1986).

(Time Maga-

This is an impressive figure, considering that

most of it comes in small donations, although some evange l ists conduct off-air seminars on how to make out wills, bequests and trus:t-

funds.

One evangelical broadcasters conference sponsored a work-

shop on "How to Succeed in Fund-Raising Without Really Crying".
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Billy Graham, at a recent news conferen-

ce, stated: "I have seen certain evangelists who have made chills
go up and down my spine ... I felt they were going too far in appeals for money." (Denver Post 5/17/85)
One of the major concerns voiced at the CRTC hearings on religious broadcasting centered around the question of on-air solicitation.

Having approved in principle the concept of a religious Pay-

TV system, the CRTC has decided that fund-raising must be restricted
to amounts needed to maintain the service and must be approved by an
inter-faith committee.
Concerns about excesses and abuses of fund-raising methodology
by TV preachers have been raised by individuals and organizations
throughout Canada.

Of particular concern to many of these groups is

the target groups of many of these solicitation

ca~paigns:

namely,

the employment disadvantaged, the elderly, handicapped persons and
other groups of individuals in less fortunate situations, situations
which may be exploited for the financial benefit of the ministry.
Certainly, not all televangelists resort to the dubious methods
of fundraising which have been outlined so far.

But the electronic

church is proving to be a lucrative business, and with increasing
competition between TV ministries for audiences ratings, the temptation to breach ethical fundraising standards is very real.

.A

look was taken at Revenue Canada public information returns on a sample group of 8 television ministries.

The total Canadian revenue

from these ministries was calculated at over 43 million dollars
(most recent returns).

This represents only a small fraction of
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Canadian religious broadcasting.

A few years ago, the CBC program, "The Fifth Estate",
conducted an investigation into the fundraising methods

(7)

U.S.-based TV evangelist who conducted solicitation

of one

campaigns in Canada.
The following is an excerpt from the Fifth Estate interview with the recipient of the evangelists mailings:

"ADRIENNE:

J

People like [
promise those who send him
money, they'll be rewarded by God. The appeals for
money which are really much more like demands, come
to modest houses like this, the home of Mrs.
I
in the sTilall Northern Ontario Town of Espanola.

I:

(7)

The Fifth Estate, Jan. 26, 1982, CEC
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The only one I love is the Lord Jesus.
ADRIENNE:
Mrs. r
] ' whose husband is dead, now lives in
an old people's nursing home in nearby Sudbury. She's
a classic victim, old, lonely and confused. Over the years,
she's given the [
organization hundreds of dollars.
She now has no more to give. Mrs. r
]has received
most of the trashy gimmicks that [
] 's organization
sends out. This is her god's master plan box, in which
She was supposed to keep her monthly contribution tol:
J.
1 His l fertile imagination ensures that new gim~icks will
follow regularly.

:1

[EVANGELIST] LETTER:
Dear 1
_I:
This prayer cloth I'm sending you is
to be a continuous miracle prayer cloth. God wants to meet
your needs and the needs of thousands of people on a remote
island in the Philippines. Miracles are going to happen and
God will use your prayer cloth to bring a miracle to someone.
Will you give two hundred dollars toward my fare so I can go
and minister as God has commanded me? Don't let this letter
lay around. I must hear from you. Please do what you can
toward my fare.
Dear Sister 1
~
Please read this letter
right now. Do not lay it down where someone else could
find it. God is sending me on a dangerous assi~~ent and
I need your support and prayers before I can go. Sister
I, I'Q ready to go.
I've got my suitcase packed,
L
in the closet, waiting to hear from you. Please send me
your most generous offering today. Could you give as much
as one hundred and fifty dollars? Please keep my secret and

send me out to do God's work in this trouble-torn country.
Yours in prayer.

C

J.
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J: Look at your hands. From this
Dear [
day forward, God wants to bless everything you touch.
The other day, I had to make a copy of a letter I
wrote and I happened to put my hand on the copy machine
and it made a print of my hand. When I saw it, suddenly
I was so excited. Now put your sacrificial gift of
two hundred dollars or more, in my hand. Fold it up
and place it in the envelope I sent you. When I receive
this from you I will place my hand on the very spot you
laid your hand and ask God to bless everything you
touch. Blessings on your hands.
[
] .
Dear sister [
:1: Is something wrong? I
looked for your master plan gift last month and it didn't
come. It's when finances are tight that you must sacrifice and be faithful and God will bless you. God will
reverse the decision that the devil has made against you.
As you pay your vow and send in your God's master plan
qommitment card, we are going to put up a "do not disturb"
sign for the devil to read. Now here is what you must do.
Prove God now with an offering of at least one hundred dollars.
I &~ tired of the devil disturbing you and your loved ones.

r

Dear Sister
I
I must have help from you in
the next few days. Vlill you sacrifice and send at least
two hundred and fifty dollars now to help me defeat the
devil? I'm depending on you. If you don't have the two
hundred and fifty dollars, God will show you how to get it.
DR. SHULrtlAN:

It's the old person that is in a particularly vulnerable
situation. The combination of isolation and even mild
intellectual impairment is a lethal combination and the
ability to exploit such an individual is very great indeed.
The other point I think that needs to be made is that in our
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society this is going to become an increasing
problem in the next few years. The number of very
old people is increasing and, therefore, the number
of potentially vulnerable and exploitable people
is increasing.
~,ffiS.

L

I don't lose control of my mind ... but I just can't
think right, like, you know, study from one day to
the other, but I try to hold my peace.
ADRIENNE:
How did you first hear about

I:

I?

J:
Well, I, I can't tell you how I got in touch with him.
I couldn't tell you, it's so many years back.
ADRIENNE:
When did you, when did you first start getting letters
from him?
That's a hard question, ha ha ha ha.
ADRIENNE:
Did you get letters every month or ...
MRS. '-

_,

Well, pretty well, but they started to ask for too much
money. Was more than what you could afford, you know.
ADRIENNE:
How much money?
~,ffiS.

C

Oh, my goodness, two thousand dollars. That's what
they asked for the last time. They didn't get it because
what coul d I do? Was nothing about it I could do.
ADRIENNE:
Do you think
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But I think it was right to send the money all right.
I do believe that that's what is supposed to be done.
ADRIENNE:
You're not a rich woman, how could you afford it?
!fIRS

r

Well, I don't know how it come but seemed just like
God give me this money to give to the - I'd write
him sometimes. Well, I didn't altogether write him,
I just put my name on the cheques and sent them and
that was it.
ADRIENNE:
Well, but how do you know that :Vlr. r
]
is doing something with that money that's going to
help you with the Lord?

J:

MRS [
I couldn't tell you what he's doing with it.
I couldn't tell.

That

ADRIENNE:
One person who became concerned about what/:
]
was doing was Evelyn Roncour who works at the Espanola
Post Office. One day, Mrs. [
J showed her a letter
~
which asked for two hundred dollars.
fromC
RONCOUR:
And I looked at the letter and I was really offended at
what was in it. It was a demanding letter and nowhere
in the letter was it suggested that she should send less
than two hundred dollars and when I told her that this
bordered on extortion, that she, that she shouldn't send
this amount of money, she really became quite upset and
she was, she was afraid Jesus woul d punish her if she didn't
send the money. She said she couldn't sleep and that he
was always writing her letters and if, uh, she, he didn't
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write her letters anymore maybe she wouldn't have
to send the money.
ADRIENNE:
Did she ever indicate to you that she didn't really
want to receive these letters anymore, that she
was really frightened of them?
RONCOUR:
Yes, I think that's the overall impression I got,
that she was really frightened. It's hard to explain
but there are all types of implied threats in these
letters, that if she didn't send the money -- and they
never suggest less. He would always say "X" amount
of dollars and I never saw a request for under a hundred
and fifty other than one which was a request from his
wife for forty-two dollars for his birthday, for a suit."
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ADVERTISING AND PUBLI CITY

Eve l yn Crande l l, director of the Advertising Standards
Counci l has provided a list of the Canadian Code of Advertising
Standards:

" 1 . Accuracy, Cl arity
Advertisements may not contain inaccurate or deceptive
cl aims or statements, either direct or implied, with
regard to price, availabi l ity or performance of a product or service. Advertisers and advertising agencies
must be prepared to sUbstantiate their claims prompt l y
to the Counci l . Note that in assessing the truthfulness of a message, the Council's concern is not with the
intent of the sender or the precise legal ity of the
phrasing. Rather the focus is on the message as received or perceived, that is, the general impression conveyed by the advertisement.
2. Disguised Advertising Techniques
No advertisement shall be presented in a format which
conceals its commercial intent. Advertising content,
for example, should be clearly distinguished from editorial or program content. Similarly advertisements
are not acceptable if they attempt to use images or soupds
of very brief duration or physically weak visual or oral
teChniques to convey messages below the thresho l d of norma l human awareness. (Such ~essages are sometimes referred to as subliminal).

J. Price Claims
No advertisement shall include deceptive price claims,
unrealistic price comparisons or exaggerated claims as

-113to worth or value. "List price", "suggested retail
price", "manufacturer's list price", and "fair market
value" are misleading terms when used to imply a savings unless they represent prices at which a reasonable
number of the items were actually sold within the preceding six months in the market area where the advertisement appears.

4. Testimonials
Testimonials must reflect the genuine, reasonably current
opinion of the endorser and should be based upon adequate
information about or experience with the product or service advertised. This is not meant to preclude, however,
an actor.

5. Bait and Switch
The consumer must be given a fair opportunity to purchase
the goods or services offered at the terms presented.
If supply of the sale item is limited, this shoul d be
mentioned in the advertisement. Refusal to show or demonstrate the product, disparagement of the advertised
product by sales personnel, or demonstration of a product
of superior quality are all illustrations of the "bait
and switch" technique which is a contravention of the Code.

6. Comparative Advertising
Advertisements must not discredit or attack unfairly
other products, services or advertisements, or exaggerate
the nature or importance of competitive differences. When
comparisons are made with competing products or services,
the advertiser must make sUbstantiation available promptly upon the request from the Council.

7. Professional or Scientific Claims
Advertisements must not distort the true meaning of
statements made by professionals or scientific authorities.
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Advertising claims must not imply they have a scientific
basis they do not truly possess. Scientific terms,
technical terms, etc., should be used in general advertising only with a full sense of responsibility to the
lay public.
g. SliI1L'7ling, W ei~ht Loss
Advertisements shall not state or imply that foods,
food substitutes, appetite depressants or special devices will enable a person to lose weight or girth
except in conjunction with a balanced, calorie-controllee
diet; and the part played by such a diet shall be given
due p~ominence in the advertisement.

9. Guarantees ·
No advertisement shall offer a guarantee or warranty,
unless the guarantee or warranty is fully explained as
to conditions and limits and the name of the guarantor
or warrantor, or it is indicated where such information
may be obtained.
10. Imitation
No advertiser shall deliberately imitate the copy
slogans, or illustrations of another advertiser in
such a manner as to mislead the consumer. The accidental
or unintentional use of similar or like general slogans
or themes shall not be considered a contravention of this
Code, but advertisers, media, and advertising agencies
should be alert to the confusion that can result from such
coincidences and should seek to eliminate them when discovered.
11. Safety
Advertisements shall not display a disregard for public
safety or depict situations which might encourage inappropriate, unsafe or dangerous practices.
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Advertisements may not hold out false hope in the form
of a cure or relief for the mental or physically handicapped, either on a temporary or permanent basis.

13. Superstition and Fears
Advertisements must not exploit the superstitious, or
play upon fears to mislead the consumer into purchasing
the advertised ~r,oduct or service.
14. Advertising to Children
Advertisements to children impose a special responsibility upon the advertiser and the media. Such advertisement~ should not exploit their credulity, lack of expe rience, or their sense of loyalty, and should not present
information or illustrations which might result in their
physical, mental or moral harm. (See also Broadcast Code
for Advertising to Children and the Quebec Consumer Protection Act, Bill 72).
15. Taste, Opinion, Public Decency
(a) As a public cormnunication process, advertising
should not present demeaning or derogatory portrayals of individuals or groups and should not contain
anything likely, in the light of generally prevailing
standards, to cause deep or widespread offence. It is
recognized, of course, that standards of taste are, indeed,
subject to constant change.
(b) The authority of the Code and the jurisdiction of the
Council are over the content of advertisements. The Code
is not meant to impede in any way the sale of products
which some people , for one reason or another, may find
offensive - provided, of course, that the advertisements
f or such products do not contravene section (a) of this
Clause. "
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Reports filed with this research project as well as existing inhouse material indicate that several types of nonprofit groups
have breached as many as 13 of 15 advertising standards codes.
Several examples of advertising disguised as editorials in newspapers have been noted.

With regard to TV evangelism, the line

between fundraising and preaching is extremely foggy;

Flo

Conway and Jim Siegelman, authors of "Holy Terror" elaborate
on this situation:

"

most charitable groups are forbidden to make fund
raising appeals on educational channels, yet the FCC
regularly ignored religious broadcasters who sought
funds on educational TV or used their programs to
promote religious 'products' such as Bibles - a commercial practice exp+essly forbidden by FCC educational TV rules. Although, of course, commercial stations
may sell airtime for money-raising purposes, FCC policy states that it considers 'program-length' commercials of ten minutes or longer to be 'against the public interest'. Yet, noted Lacey (1), "the Commission
has specifically stated that programs which solicit
contributions to religious institutions are not program-length commercials - despite the fact that many
religious shows are little more than half-hour or hourlong appeals for funds!" "

(1) Linda Lacey, attorney, member of the
District of Columbia Bar.
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Accuracy and cl arity in publicity are frequent l y call ed into
question regarding certain nonprofit groups.

One "lontreal orga-

ni zation distributed pUb l icity tracts advertising empl oyment opportunities.

It turned out that individual s who signed up for work did

just that, sometimes 16-18 hours per day, but were never paid.

In

fact, they were encouraged to acquire loans from parents and re l atives to support the organization.
Professional or scientific claims and guarantees are other areas
which deserve scrutiny, especial ly with respect to organizations
promoting mind-deve l opment courses, drug rehabi l itation programs and
medical cures.
-The standards relating to the . exploitation of human misery,
and superstition and fears, seem to be the ones most frequent l y call ed
into question.

The conduct of certain faith-healers and evange l ists,

mind deve l opment groups, some relief agencies and various sects deserves serious consideration as to what extent these norms are being
breached.

And as to taste, opinion and pub l ic decency, the fo l lowing

tract distributed in Canada by a U.S. nonprofit group in 1985 de monstrates the extremes of breach of taste:

"
D ~ar

SMASH CENSORSHIP IN CANADA
Canadian Supporter,
I know you wi l l like the new largerl- pUblication l

-

-

.

It is a l ready out here in the States and orders for extra
copies are pouring in at a higher rate than anything we have

seen in two years.
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CAn ADIAN PATRI OTS ARE SUFFERING MORE PERSECUTI ON AT
l'HE HANDS OF THE ROTTEN JETN- CONTR O:SLED

G O VERN~,'IENT

THAN

ANY OTHER NATI ON in the so-cal led 'free wor l d'. (Ex ce pt,
of course, the Al lied- Communist occupation run nation of
west & East Germany.)

There is more freedo m in Eng l and,

France, Spain, Italy and the Scandinavian countries.

How

dare the J ews te ll us it is a crime to questi on their ph ony
'ho l ocaust', or oppose political Zionism or the J ew created
monster they call

'co~~unism'.

Did you know that the first
paper began in Canada in 1937?

r pub l icati on

news-

It carried a simi l ar

l ightening f l ash masthead and told the who l e truth about
the Jews.

Thus - in a way - we constitute the post runner

of your original

L pUblication J
WE WI Ll, CARRY CAN.ADIAN NEWS

THE ,JEWS ARE ATTEMPTING TO SIl,ENCE

A ~L

OF C.ANADA'S

GREAT LE.ADERS WI TH OUTRAGEOUS PERSECUTI ON TRIA -;- S.
include Ernest Zundal

I: sic :1,

Andrews and Ji m Keegstra.

These

John Ross Taylor, Don

VIe must not allow them to

succeed.
Future issues of the

L publication

of the ab ove frame-up cases.

~

wi l l cover a l l

While it may be against Jew

l aw to pub l ish the truth in Canada - IT IS NOT HERE I N AMERI CA!
We urge you to order extra copi es of this newspaper for
mass door to door distribution in Canada.

Help up beat the

J ew p l ot to destroy freedom of speech and press by ordering
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large quantities of books and I
your friends.

publicatjons

I

to awaken

Urge them to subscribe to this newspaper.

We want to tell your story to Patriots both here in the
states and in Canada.

Also, from now on through New Y,e ar' s

Day is a great time to order because the border inspectcrs
are so swamped with mail & packages there is no way they can
intercent large packages of truth literature sent you fro m
the states and return it to us.
We want the

[publication

l

American Patriot's Newspaper! '

to become a ' CanadianVi e

want to provide you with

the vehic l e by which you can flood Canada with the truth
exposing the vile schemes of the Jews.

Remember, OPEN

DEFIANCE OF THE JEW THOUGHT CONTROL [IIASTERS is the best way
to let them know they can never suppress the truth.
We await your l etters and orders.
WE WANT TO WISH OUR LOYAL CANADIAN FRIENDS
A VERY ;.'lERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

"
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~.~ichael

Rubenstein of the Canadian Council of Better Business

Bureaus states that he receives roughly 45 calls per month from
businesses in the Metro Toronto area regarding nonprofit solicitation.
~ost

Of these 45, he claims that 10 end up as formal complaints.

of these complaints are centered around telephone solicitation,

and repeated, harassing calls.
In Montreal, a favorite tactic of solicitors seem to be to
simply walk into business offices and pigeonhole the staff, persisting in these efforts even when the persons are informed that
their presence is unwelcome.
In the U.S. these types of practices prompted the Council of
Better Business Bureaus to devote a chapter of their book, "How To
Protect Your Business" to the problem of "Charity Pleas".(P. 36)
Canadian and U.S. businesses have been adversely

affected

by unscrupulous nonprofit groups in a variety of ways.

The most

com.mon of these approaches is the "boiler room" operation, followed
by the "walk-in SOlicitor".

However, organizations who may be taking

unfair advantage of their nonprofit status in more subtle ways also
justify concern .
.An article by Carson Williams (1) states that certaih nonprofit

groups have an unfair advantage over regular businesses,
"which pay taxes, and are required by law to pay minimum
wage and employee benefits. In Northern California,
'- an international religious- organization I operates a
carpet cleaning firm called t

J

( 1) "H
ow Cults Bilk all of us" by Carson Williams, Readers Digest,

Nov. 1979

-121Ex-members who worked for the firm say they regularly
signed over their paychecks to [the group's:1 San Francisco leader. The money saved by this cheap labour allowed
the business ] to submit the winning law bid on a
government contract to clean carpets in all federal
offices in two California counties.tI

t

Carson goes on to explain
tithe money gained by deception and exploitation often
behaves in accordance with a basic economic principle:
capital seeks reinvestment. Under the U.S. Tax Reform
Act of 1969, a religious organization may own and operate
a business as long as it pays taxes on the business and
does not channel its tax-exempt moneys into business operations. But because current tax laws do not require
churches to disclose what they do with their money, they
are in effect free to ignore the law.
Cults can easily transfer tax-exempt money into
businesses by spinning a web of organizations with no
visible connection to one another. [ One group] , for
example, has dozens [ actually hundreds] of components
- some tax-exempt, others profit making, tax-paying corporations. ~'.1any have denied or hidden their ties to one another or to the
parent group
But, as the Hous e Subcommittee on International Organizations discovered in its
1978 Congressional probe of Korean-American relations, the
ties do exist, and money flows freely from tax-exempt to
profit-making components ...
Even when cult businesses are openly established
as profit making businesses, they can avoid paying taxes
by donating all or part of their profits to the church
as a tax deductible, charitable contribution. A more
sophisticated tactic is practiced by I:
] ,a
for-profit affiliate of L another religious group] .

I:

:1.
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J

A· maker of incense and related products,'

has borrowed money from [
the parent group ] at annual
interest rates as high as 25 percent. Since interest is
deductible from gross income, this high rate substantially cuts ':
-, 's taxable, net income. Again, such
practices allow cults to compete unfairly with businesses
that borrow at normal interest rates and then must pay
income tax at the standard corporate rate." (2)
Businessmen also worry about alleged connections with certain
nonprofit groups.

The largest retail chain in the U.S. dropped a

line of jewelry when they discovered it was produced by an international new religious movement.

One chain of bakeries, a tea com-

pany, and 2 multinational corporations are still fighting off false rumours that they are linked to this movement.

A major U.S. air-

line quashed a promotional scheme to give away the movement's newspaper free on the airline's Washington-New York shuttle flight. (3)
At last count, the above-mentioned group had over 150 identifiable front groups, some profit-making enterprises, others nonprofit
subsidiaries.

The links between the front group and the parent group

it is alleged, are deliberately hidden or toned down.

Some persons

also argue that the front groups are set up for two basic purposes;
to make money, and to lure public figures or businessmen into their
ranks in order to achieve an air of legitimacy which might not be
obtained through the parent organization itself.

Instead the orga-

nization channels millions of dollars into businesses, conferences
and other projects, and tracing these ancillary enterprises back

(2)
(3)

IBID
"Dossier", June 1983
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to the parent group is a difficult task.
Some organizations offering courses in mind development
approach businesses, offering them group seminars to help alleviate
problems such as inter-employee relations, motivation, or absenteeism.
Some people have suggested that this also is a mere pitch by the
group to acquire legitimacy.

Others have said that the groups

simply used the company as a recruiting ground, and that the
courses offered created more problems than they solved.
The Ontario government "Study of

~JIind

Development Groups, Sects,

and Cults" elaborates on the problems posed by certain nonprofit
groups who use front groups or "gungho groups" to enhance their credibility:
"Ostensibly, gungho groups are VOluntary social service
organizations. However, in a 1969 statement to other
officials of the movement, a Canadian gungho organizer
explained: 'Gungho groups are the first (movement) attempt
to build a world government. They are a foothold in the
community ... what is done in the gungho group is go~ng to
influence what the community thinks about (the movement).'
To set up gungho groups, members of the movement exa~ine
a target community to determine whether there are social
problems causing SUbstantial concern and consensus. Having
done so, the 1969 statement outlines activities:
'You have Elks Lodges, Rotary Clubs, Civic groups,
women's associations, students' unions, etc. :'JIost - of -them
are starved for projects. You plan a project and approach
these groups. Get maybe eight or ten of fifteen of these
groups invo l ved.

of them.

Form out parts of your project to each
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to do the projects themselves. The others are sub-groups.
The credit goes to the gungho group
Get a good letterhead, and don't name the group a
gungho group as such. (The leader) used an inconspicuous and respectable sounding name - the Citizen's Improvement something or other. An eye-catching symbol, professionally designed, but not a (movement) symbol, could
beincorporated in the letterhead and on cards ...
Another good idea is to try to get as a patron a
public figure and have his name appear as such on your
stationery (letterhead).
The movement has had several gungho groups operating
in Ontario. A few of these have been loftily dubbed
citizen 'commissions'. The stated targets of these ventures
have included drug and alcohol addiction, human rights
violations, abuses of police powers, problems of the aged
and criminality. In approaching governments, the media
or other institutions for grants or other forms of support
for causes, they have used the names of prominent persons,
allegedly not always with approval. In many instances, the
movement's sponsorship of a gungho group has been openly
acknowledged, but in others it has been obscured or flatly
denied.
Those gungho groups, which profess to operate rehabilitative services, have sought grants from governments and
private corporations or permission to run programs in government institutions. A Central ;.~ ortgage and Housing Corporation grant of $11,500 was reportedly given the group for the
purchase of a house for an addiction treatment centre in
Toronto in 1975. The same operation boasted in 1973 of
receiving a grant from IBM Canada. In 1972, the Board of
Education in the Metropolitan Toronto Borough of North York
allowed the same gungho group to demonstrate a proposed drug
abuse 'communication' program for schools, but found it too
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Requests from a gungho group for access to inmates of
prisons have been refused in Ontario, but the same group
operated in British Columbia prisons with provincial
government approval for several years.
Payoffs for the movement in the operation of
gungho groups are several. Publicized involvement in
what seem to be programs of community service polish its
image. Its name linked with prominent citizens or being
recognized in some way by a government department also
enhances its claim to respectability. And in gungho groups
that provide rehabilitative counselling, clients can be
exposed to the movement's philosophy and practices and
can be recruited to membership . "
Another means by which the business community can be adversely
affected by certain nonprofit activities is through petitions
distributed on a mass scale through direct mail channels.

A

prime example is the case of the Canadian seal hunt, where several
industries became the target of boycotts, including the fur industry, trappers associations; fast-food restaurant chains, grocery
store chains, and finally, the Canadian fishing industry itself.
Since many of these pUblicity campaigns were conducted outside of
Canada, where emotionalism about seal hunt was riding high and
easily manipulated, and where Canadian business interests were
harder to represent, the campaign enjoyed a considerable degree of
success.

(4)

One of the major nonprofit groups involved in the campaign
admitted that certain non-issues, such as a threatened seal population, were deliberately overplayed as a means of attracting attention
to the group's real goal, that of abolishing the seal industry once
and for all.

(5)

(4) Alan Herscovici: Second Nature; The Animal-Rights Controversy
(5) Ibid.
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that militant groups may be resorting to extortion, or other
dubious methods such as spreading

da~aging

rumours in the stock

market, infiltrating company executive boards, or threatening
the business with adverse publicity if a specified donation is
not sent to the organization by the company.

It should be reite-

rated that these reports are unconfirmed, but merit serious
consideration should they have any basis in fact.
Understandably, many businessmen are reluctant to publicly
voice their complaints, if and when they have been misled by any
of the abovementioned groups.

A businessman, or a company who is

perceived as "gullible" by its clients, competitors, or the general
public, stands to lose both credibility and profits.
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OTHER FUNDRAISING METHODS

EXAMPLE A

An article in Latinamerica Press (Dec. 12, 1985) describes
some of the investment schemes used by an international religious
movement:

"

[ Church leaders ]

have invested $60 million in this

'South American Switzerland'
past four years.

[Uruguay 1

during the

Major acquisitions include a publishing

company, an influential newspaper, a five-star hotel, a bank
and an array of luxurious apartment complexes and other pieces
of real estate in posh Montevideo neighborhoods ...
Bankers were startled one morning in October 1982 when
a $72 million check was deposited in
newspaper editor's

J

account of the Banco de Credito,

Uruguay's third largest bank.
named'
Uruguay).

I the movement-owned

([the editor -,

the church leader's -,

official representative in

The check came from the

of Hong Kong and Shangai.

had been

L church leader's

Bank

[The editor:1 then moved to buy

up 32 percent of the Banco de Credito's shares, which he purchased for $3 million from the aristocratic ': 2 Uruguayan
families.

J

The sect gradually added to its shares g and by the

end of 1983 owned 58 percent of the bank.
'What the Banco de Credito's board of directors never
knew was that [the church leader:1

had lost the trust of

-128international banks,' one Uruguayan banker confided.
' Wells Fargo bank had cancelled a $15 million credit line
and the Hannover Trust another for
why the

L church

]

~1 2

million.

That is

so desperately needed to buy a bank. '

No outsider has been able to discover exactly how
the ': movement
~.qany

:1

acquired such large amounts of capital.

suspect it comes from the sale of arms and military

equipment.

The Argentine army uses uniforms and parachutes

made in Korea, and the Uruguayan armed forces have purchased
canons, machine guns and fatigues from [

the church l eader's -1-

owned suppliers."

EXA:'flPLE B

Another article in The Wall Street Journal (Feb. J, 1982),
cited the same movement's banking interests in the United States:
" To :foster the churches growth, according to a 1979 Securities
and Exchange Commission complaint filed in federal court in
Washington, D.C., church-related company bankrolled by 12
church members of a controlling interest in Diplomat National Bank in Washington, D. C. I:sic]

The complaint alleged

that the purchases, beginning in September 1975, violated a
policy statement in the bank's public stock-offering circular
that no single entity would control more than

5% of its stock.

Without admitting guilt, the church in July 1979 consented
to a degree settling the suit, and the stock was sold.

-129As evidence of church control, the SEC cited the
bank's unsecured $250,000 loan - surpassing its legal

I

lending limit - made in late 1975 to the [

Foundation, which the complaint described as a 'tax-exempt
organization headed by

r

p.

, .'

(' the leader's :, 3.ide)

Mr.

The complaint further charged that funds

for the bank stock purchases came from

r-

L

International, Inc., described in a congressional report
as a 'financial clearing house' for the,

movement

~

.

Specifically, the SEC asserted, the funds were drawn from
a ,_

International

held in

r

I

account at Chase

Bank

~ilanhattan

the church leader's -, name.

At a hearing in a separate tax-dispute case in a
New York State court in westchester County,
aide

:1

said in an affidavit that [

the leader's
International -,

was completely separate from the church
, the leader's

J

even though

wife is listed as a ,-

director in the company's

incorporation papers.

International -,
Further,

congressional investigators turned up letters signed by

L the leader

authorizing more than $2,5 million in payments

by ,-

International-,

to two ,-- church

J

owned organizations."

EXA~IIP LE

C

The Wa ll Street J ournal, i n t he same art ic l e describes a v ent ure
by the church closer to home:

-130"For eight months beginning in late 1980, '- D. .J ,
24 worked as a door-to-door salesman for al: church -, owned art gallery called [c.D.:1

in Calgary,

Alberta, often selling as much as $500 of art prints
daily.

Yet he doesn't recall having more than $20 of

his own at anyone time during his employment there.
But, he says, as much as $25,000 a week earned by the
firm's six or so [church]

salesmen was shipped to

[ A. ] , the owner of another

I:

C.D. ]

gallery, in

San Francisco.

[ A.:I

recalls receiving as much as ~ lO,OOO at a

time from the Calgary Gallery.

But, he says, the money

was payment for art objects that his concern sold to the
Calgary business.
have the same. name.
for me,'

I: A.

:I

He says it is coincidental that the two
'None of the people up there worked
says."

EXAMPLE D
The use of the names of prominent persons for reasons of legitimization has already been referred to in the section on the Corporate
Sector.

One mind development/religious group in Vancouver ap parently

wrote a congratulatory letter to a prominent Canadian federal politician regarding his eleotion success.

The politician wrote back a

one-paragraph letter of thanks, which is now prominently displayed
in the organization's foyer, where new clients are signed up for the
movement's courses, and where new members are recruited.
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The Washington Post (Dec. 14, 1985) cites the following
imaginative method of fundraising by an international eastern
religious group:
" The ad shows an array of young, gentle faces like that of
Lola, who is 10 years old and has huge brown eyes that
seem to convey a sweet disposition.

Her shelter has no

heat, but others like her have no shelter at all.

For $30 .

a month, or $2 a day, you can 'adopt' Lola and he l p her l ead
a better life.
Lola is a · cow."
The article goes on to describe the program in detail:

"*

The $30-a-month package buys an 8-by-IO color photo
of the cow, sweets made by the cow's milk, newletters
on the cow's birthday and other momentous occasions
such as pregnancy, and a weekend at the 1-

1

cow farm.

*

For $100 a month, they throw in a brass plaque engraved
with your family name that is mounted in your adopted
cow's stall.

*

For $3,000, sponsors are promised, "A cow will be under
your protection for her entire life!'

*

Sponsors get all the benefit of the cheaper programs,
plus a plaque in the barn's trophy room and a lifetime
-I

membership in'-

t

the movement

J

"

International, a unit of
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EXAMPLE F

In the mid-seventies, a Montreal sect travelled to churches
of various faiths and denominations, asking for money to develop
their organization.

They succeeded in acquiring a $30,000 contri-

bution from the Catholic Church, and a LIP (Local Initiative
Project) grant from the federal government, ostensibly to run a
youth hostel.

Allegedly the grant employed 8 persons, but the

only ones who did any work were two individuals, who were not members.

The group was later accused of mistreatment of members,

and the local youth protection agency was involved in checking out
allegations of child abuse and neglect.

Variations on fundraising methodology are both numerous
and diverse;

examples that were listed here are selected simply

to demonstrate the varieties.

SECTION C

-133Consumer Motivations vs Nonprofit Marketing

Consultations were made with experts in the field of marketing,
communications, and consumer behaviour, such as Eric McLuhan of
McLuhan & Davies

Co~munications,

Thomas Muller, Associate Professor

at the University of Guelph, the Canadian Direct Marketing Association, Prof. Rene Dormont at McGill University, and the Canadian Association of Fund-Raising Executives.

But time has not permitted ex-

tensive follow-up consultations with these individuals, so, therefore
it is not deemed that their observations or positions would be adequately represented in this report if they were quoted extensively.
Instead, selected excerpts from "Marketing For Nonprofit Organizations "by Philip Kotler may illuminate the subject, and hopefully, do justice to the time provided by the abovementioned consultants.

Consumer Motivation
In a chapter of "Marketing For Nonprofit Organizations"
entitled "Donor Marketing: Attracting Funds", Kotler explains the
factors inVOlved in what motivates an individual to make a donation:
"Nonprofit organizations need a good understanding of
giving motives in order to be effective at fundraising.
The answer called 'altruism' tends to mask the complex
motives that underlie giving or helping behaviour. The
best working hypothesis is that the individuals 'give' in
order to 'get' something back. In other words, donations
should not be viewed as a transfer but as a transaction.

-134The question is: What does the donor get? Table ,- A _,
lists several motives underlying giving behaviour. People
give to get response or recognition, reduce fear, meet
social pressure, or feel 'altruistic'.
Is there such a thing as giving without 'getting'?
Some people give and say that they expect nothing back.
But, actually they have 'expectations'. They expect the
organization to use the money efficiently; they expect
the fundraiser to show gratitude; and so on. Even the
anonymous giver, while wanting no acknowledgement, may
privately enjoy the self-esteem of being 'big enough' to
give money without requiring recognition.
The various motives for giving provide clues to
marketing strategy for fundraisers. Harold Seymour (*)

TABLE

I:

A

INDIVIDUAL GIVING MOTIVES
1. Need for self-esteem. Person attempts to build his
self-esteem through self-image, playing 'God', or
feeling good from giving. Opposite of this would be
sha..lle or guilt.
2. Need for recognition from others. Person attempts to
build his social status or enhance his prestige in the
eyes of others. There is a strong need to belong.

3. Fear of contracting disease.

This need centers around
an insecurity in people that they will contract the
disease or that a member of their family will. They
hope in some sense for immortality.

*

Harold Seymour, authour of "Designs for Fundraising"
(New York, McGraw-Hill 1966)

-1354. The habit giver.

This person gives out of habit for
no real reason other than a desire not to be embarrassed by not contributing to the cause. These people are
very indifferent to contributions, but feel that they
must give to someone because everyone else does.

5. Nuisance giver.

This person only gives to get rid of
the caller. He feels contributing': sic I to a
cause of no real significance, but would rather donate
a few dollars than be troubled by others.

6. Required to give. These people are required to give
at work; they are under pressure from superiors to
donate part of their checks to a fund. They therefore
demand efficiency, credibility .from the organization
they contribute to.

7. Captive givers.

These people feel real sorrow for
someone they know who might have contracted the disease.
They are other-centered in that they earnestly would
like to aid the victim in some way_ Givers in this category may contribute at the death of a friend, rather than
sending flowers, -etc.

8. People-to-people givers.
These people have a real
feeling of the 'commonness of man', a solidarity with
other people. This group of people has internalized
the idea of helping others because they want to.

9. Concern for humanity.

This segment of givers are
concerned about others for religious reasons and becauthey are 'God's children'. They feel a moral Obligation to contribute to a charity. They have accepted
the love-for-humanity idea because it is a requirement
of their faith.

-136has suggested that in many mass donor markets, one-third
of the people are responsible (they donate without being
solicited), one-third are responsive (they donate when
they are asked), and one-third react to compulsion (they
donate because of pressure)."
Thomas Muller. an associate professor at the uniYe rsit ¥ of
Gue l ph's Department of Consumer Studies and Schoo l of Hotel and
Food Administration, provided another model of motivation theory:
Table B

Gap'llleoIY

Actual State

~low's

Heirardly
of Needs

Esteem

Belonging-IDve

Safety
Physiological

-137Table B outlines Muller's "Gap Theory" combined with
Abraham Maslow's "Hierarchy of Needs".

Maslow's model demons-

trates basic human needs in order of predominence, from physiological needs such as food, warmth, etc. to 'self-actualization'
or self-realization;

more esthetic needs.

Muller's 'Gap Theory'

elaborates on the individuals goal to close the gap between the
'actual state' (the way things are) to the 'ideal state' (the way
the individual wants them to be).

These models demonstrate the

processes which influence the behaviour of a potential donor or
new recruit.
Motivation Manipulation
Philip Kotler outlines basic techniques utilized by fundraisers and salesman to achieve their respective goals:
there are two basic approaches - a sales oriented
approach and a customer oriented approach. The first one
trains the salesperson to be adept in the use of hard sell
techniques, such as those used in selling encyclopedias or
military service. The techniques include overstating the
product's merits, criticizing competitive products, using
a slick canned presentation, selling yourself, and offering
some concession to make the sale on the spot. The assumptions behind this form of selling are that: (1) the customers are not likely to buy except under pressure, (2) they
are influenced by a slick presentation and ingratiating
manners, and (3) they won't regret the purchase, or if they
do, it doesn't matter ...
There are three contrasting styles of sales presentation.
The oldest is canned approach, which is a memorized sales
n •••

-138talk covering the main points deemed important by the organization. It is based on stimulus-response thinking, that
the buyer is passive and can be moved to purchase by the use
of the right stimulus words, pictures, terms, and actions.
Thus an encyclopedia salesperson might describe the encyclopedia as 'a once-in-a-lifetime buying opportunity'
and show some beautiful four-color pages of pictures on
sports, hoping that these will trigger an irresistible
desire for the encyclopedia on the part of the prospect.
Canned presentations are used primarily in door-to-door
and telephone canvassing •••
.•. The formulated anproach is also based on stimulus
response thinking, but attempts to identify early the
prospect's needs and buying style and then use a formulated approach to this type of prospect. In this approach,
the salesperson does some presenting at the beginning and
attempts to draw the prospect into the discussion in a way
which will indicate the prospect's needs and attitudes.
As these are discovered, the salesperson moves into a formu+ated presentation that is appropriate to that prospect
and shows how the transaction will satisfy that prospect's
needs. It is not canned but follows a general plan.
The need-satisfaction approach does not start with a
prepared presentation designed to sell the prospect, but
with a search for the prospect's real needs. The prospect
is encouraged to do most of the talking so that the salesperson can really grasp the prospect's real needs and respond
accordingly. This approach calls for good listening and
problem-solving skills.
Sales presentations can be improved considerably
with various demonstration aids, such as booklets, flipcharts, slides, movies and samples. To the extent that the
prospect can participate by seeing or handling the offer,
he or she will better remember its features and benefits."
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groups with which this study was concerned made full

use of these approaches, with the possible exception of the "needsatisfaction approach", which requires a considerable degree of
experience, patience and genuine concern for the prospective donor;
traits which were not always evident in some of the groups studied.
No sales presentation is foolproof, however, and solicitors
must be prepared to handle objections.
Kotler elaborates:
"Prospects will almost always pose objections during the
presentation or when asked to sign up. Their sales resistance could take a psychological or a logical form.
Psychological resistance includes: (1) resistance to
interfere, (2) preference for established habits, (3)
apathy, (4) reluctance to giving up something, (5) unpleasant associations with other person, (6) tendency to resist
domination, (7) predetermined ideas, (8) dislike of making
decisions, and (9) neurotic attitude toward money.
Logical resistance might consist of objections to the terms or organization. To handle these objections, the
salesperson uses such techniques as maintaining a positive
approach, trying to have the prospect clarify and define
the objections, questioning the prospect in such a way that
the prospect has to answer his or her own objections,
denying the validity of the objections, and turning the
objection into a reason for buying. The salesperson needs
training in the broader skills of negotiation, of which handling objections is a part."
Certain mind-deve l opment groups and boiler-room telephone solicitors proved especially adept at objection-handling.
To present an over-all picture of the interplay of donor
motivations and needs, and the sales methods used to manipulate
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those motives and needs toward a specific goal, Thomas Muller has
supplied a model of consumer behaviour which illustrates these
factors and puts them into perspective:

Table So A CcIl;>lete M:xlel of Consurrer Behaviour

InfOI:rnation
Input

ra::ision
Process
Stages

Infornation
Processing

Product

General

Brarrl

MJtivating
Influences

Evaluations

Internalized
Environmental
Influen::es

Olltural
Ibnr8 an::!

Stirruli
Mass
Personal

values

MarketerD:minated

Dis50nan:::e

~_--J

Copyright

1978 by The Dryden Press
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EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In 1980, the Ontario Government "Study of Mind Development
Groups, Sects and Cults in Ontario" concluded, with reference to
deception and fraud, that:
"To the majority of former group members interviewed
by the study, deceptive recruitment and fraudulent financial dealings were the most objectionable of the many
dubious practices attributed to the movements. Perhaps
that occurred because deception and fraud are the most
widely practised abuses. It -may also have been that the
victim's pride is the part that is hurt the most. Or it
was because these offences are among the least abstract and
most clearly definable of those the groups are said to
commit.
Complainants, supporting their allegations often made
most convincing cases. Several persons elaborated in considerable detail on the undelivered inducements which were
offered to m~ke them increase their financial commitments
to the movements. Sometimes it was to the point of turning
over property or other assets. Many presented documents ...
contracts, receipts, internal organizational directives
and memoranda •.. to support their statements. Several who
had been close to the administrative workings of their movements described from first-hand knowledge the evolution and
operation of deceptive or fraudulent schemes.
In the final analysis, the study could corne to no
conclusion other than that some groups do indulge in questionable financial practices. They dupe people into joining
their ranks, using gimmicky come-ons and extravagant claims.
They bilk members of their money and possessions, sometimes
reducing them to penury. They lie to the public, financial
institutions and even governments to enrich their treasuries."
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Six years after the Ontario Government report was tabulated,
the Cult Project can certainly echo its findings.

Although some

movements have dwindled in numbers and popularity, others have
sprung up to fill the void.

This study has found no evidence

to suggest that practices of misrepresentation, deception or fraud
by certain non-profit groups have abated.
increased.

~any

If anything, they have

of these groups now have access to new and sophisti-

cated fundraising and marketing technologies, enabling them to reach
unprecedented numbers of the Canadian public.

Although the fundrai-

slng industry is aware of these techniques, little information on
this area has been available to the average consumer.

The l arger

corporations have access to consulting organizations such as
IDPAR (Institute of Donations and Public Affairs Research), but few
resources exist for smaller businesses or consumers regarding information on charitable giving.

With the possi.ble exception of the

province of Alberta, whose dept of Consumer and Corporate Affairs
provides strict guidelines, regulations and pub l ic information regarding charitable and non-profit activity, regulations in other
areas of Canada, where they exist, are inadequately enforced.

The

idea has been given little consideration by government agencies, and
where it has, it remains a minimal gesture.
Consumers who have been victimized by deceptive solicitation
practices have had few options of recourse open to them, and fewer
organizations who can effectively represent their interests.

For

many, the only avenue available to them has been costly and timeconsuming civil suits.

For young Canadians, the employment disadvan-

taged, and the elderly, this option does not even present itse l f as a
financially viable alternative.

-143Although numerous complaints regarding solicitation have ,been
filed with consumer organizations, various government departments,
municipalities, law enforcement agencies and other organizations,
seldom, if at all, have any statistics been compiled by these
agencies which would shed light on the extent of deceptive fundraising in Canada or the number of complaints filed.

This has

made the task of conducting comprehensive and accurate research
in this issue area difficult, to say the least.

This report has

merely skimmed the surface of what appears to be a complex and farreaching phenomenon.

Should it continue unchecked, or

UTh~onitored,

it will produce more victims of deceptive practices, foster cynicism
on the part of the consumer towards charity, and consequently undermine the hard work, time, and future success of those charities
and non-profit groups whose community services are legitimate.
The trend of what many perceive as the increasing commercialization of religion by certain TV evangelists may well foster equal
cynicism regarding donations to religious organizations.

The

electronic church, when properly utilized, has proved to be a spiritually and psychologically enriching medium for both those who do
not have the opportunity to attend traditional religious services,
and for those who are interested in religious issues on a global
scale.

But this medium can also be exploited to enrich more secular

treasuries, and when used in such a fashion, produce considerable
financial and psychological casualties.

The more disadvantaged

groups are especially vulnerable to these practices, and deserve
our support and protection.
Briefly, a summary of our findings of different areas included in
this report are as follows:
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T.V. Evangelists and Evangelical Relief Agencies:
Solicitation and fundraising activities are usually conducted
by a hybrid of television and computerized direct-mail campaigns.
In many cases, the target population of these campaigns have
been the elderly, the handicapped, or other types of people
particularly vulnerable to emotionally-charged pitches for
donations.

Better Business Bureaus in Canada have received

complaints from their constituents in this area, and the BBB
regards some of these fundraising letters as "threatening and
intimidating".
In a simi l ar vein, television campaigns by certain "re l ief
agencies" have concentrated their program marketing strategy in evincing an emotional response from viewers.

Graphic

scenes of suffering, starvation and disease sometimes predominate over information on concrete measures taken to alleviate
these problems.

When this information is given, it has been

questioned sometimes whether it is really the sponsoring agency
who is carrying out these measures.

Audited financial statements

from these organizations have shown that with some, monies donated are generated more for fundraising campaigns, administrative
costs, and publicity than for relief efforts.

Direct-mai l cam-

paigns are conducted on a very personal basis.

The "just bet-

ween-you-and-me" approach is highly evident in some of these so l icitations.

In fact, some recipients of these mailings have been

urged not to inform anyone else of the transaction between donor and

recip~ent.

It is these factors which may account for
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b)

New religious Movements and Other Non-Profit Organizations:

1985 was a year in which the issues of famine, hunger and
poverty generated an unparallelled amount of publicity in the
news media.

It may have prompted some organizations to jump

on the bandwagon of this rejuvenated social conscience, and
exploit it for their own purposes.

From across Canada, accounts

have been heard of blatant misrepresentation by groups engaging
in so-called charitable activities.

Mobile door-to-door

fund-

raising teams have passed themselves off as relief agencies,
drug-rehabilitation organizations, mental health groups, "community projects" for the handicapped or senior citizens, and
other causes, many of which were apparently not sponsored by
the organizations in question.

Cross-border or inter-provincial

fundraising 'raids' have been conducted by these groups into
smaller communities, and are in and out of the area with the
proceeds before the nature of the group can be identified.

In

some cases, funds purported to be for the relief of hunger or
poverty in other countries are quite probably being used for
partisan political activities.

Other- organizations have "front

groups", sometimes numbering in the hundreds, making it next to
impossible to track the front group to its parent source.
C)

Problems Facing the Consumer:
As was previously mentioned, the personal and therefore invisible nature of appeals for donations has kept public awareness
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When a complaint is filed to

a consumer or similar organization, there are consequent ly
few avenues availab l e for information or action to effectively deal with the situation.

Laws and regulations regarding cha-

ritable activity are easily transgressed by the organizations in
question.

Guilt, embarrassement, and sometimes fear of reper-

cussions are also factors in complaints not being made public.
Lack of education or sources of referral, information and protection contribute to consumers' inactivity.

Existing regula-

tions with regard to direct-mail or other areas

re l evant to

the postal service are sometimes inadequate to control abuses.
A few charitable and non-profit organizations are acute l y aware
of the legislative and educational vacuum in these areas and,
may be exploiting it for their own gain; a gain which, . quite
probably

~~ounts

to millions of dollars annually being so l icited

from the public under questionable pretexts.

These practices

consequently undermine the work of charitable and other vo l untary organizations whose programs to the underprivi l eged are
sound and viable.

It also fosters cynicism on the part of the

donor or the consumer, some of whom are now beginning to feel
that charity is becoming little more than a cottage industry.
d)

Problems Facing the Corporate Sector:
There has been a trend in recent years by non-profit organizations to target business with mass "petitions" concerning various issues.

"Insight," a pub l ication of the U.S. Counci l of

Better Business Bureaus' Philanthropic Advisory Service, cites
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explained,
.. , We like to use it (an appeal with a petition)
because it interests and involves donors.' One
of 1 this ~ organization's campaigns to stop the
Canadian seal hunt involved a mailing to people
in the United Kingdom. The mailing encouraged recipients to send a postcard to a supermarket chain
threatening to boycott its stores if it continued to
carry Canadian fish products ... Since Canadian fishermen make far more money from fishing than from seal
hunting, the hope was to discourage the seal hunt by
boycotting the fish that are economically more important to them.
The organization reported J that
'one supermarket chain received 150,000 postcards'
and subsequently agreed to import more American fish
and less Canadian." (Insight, Issue 1, 1985)

I:

This anecdote is not intended to condone nor condemn the issue
of seal hunting, but rather is intended to illustrate the efficacy and potential for abuse of these types of campaigns.
Should this type of mass solicitation/petition techniques
fall into irresponsible hands, the potential threat to businesses and the marketplace in general is worthy of concern.
Business interests in Canada and abroad have also been adversely affected by other practices of fraud, questionable investment schemes, misrepresentation, false rumors and other scenarios conducted by a few unscrupulous nonprofit groups.

Further

study is required to determine the magnitude of this problem
in Canada.

SECTION D
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CONCERNS

The following are selected excerpts _from some submissions
received by the Cult Project concerning non-profit solicitation:

~)

Evelyn Crandell, Director-Advertising Standards Council,
Toronto, Ontario:
"In terms of advertising it might be worthwhile to
prepare an instruction brief that might help media
people identify cult advertising designed to attract
converts, but which might not be clearly identifiable
as such. This information might be supplied to the
media associations, i.e. the Canadian Daily Newspapers
Association, the Canadian Association of Broadcasters,
Magazine Bureau, etc •.. This could be helpful if indeed
there are recognized signs people might look for to
identify such advertising; the media might then insist
that the advertising include the name of the sponsor."

B)

Janet B. Delaney, General Manager, Better Business Bureau
of London & Districk, London, Ontario:
"The particular issue that BBB's address is to be
able to ascertain that donors are not being misled by
the professional appeals for money that are not really
what they seem. In some cases the appeal comes from a
business rather than a non-profit organization. In terms
of religious organizations our concern cannot be whether
the public wish to support them, but rather that they have
a clear understanding of what the money is used for ..•
It's difficult to make any recommendations, except
to keep trying to make the public aware that not every

-149self-proclaimed fund raiser is using the funds to the
best advantage."

c)

Linda Austin. Consumer Affairs Officer. Dept of
Consumer Affairs and Communications, Government
of Newfoundland and Labrador:
"it might be in the public interest to have all
charitable organizations with annual revenues above
a set floor (i.e. $5000.) have to publish in the
press their annual statements of revenue and expenses
and to detail for public viewing how their funds are
allocated.
Solicitation tactics have been a problem for
many years, the solution remains elusive."

D)

T.S. Durham, Manager, Better Business Bureau of
Winnipeg, Winnepeg Manitoba:

"An informal survey among our operating staff
indicates that we probably have fewer that two dozen
"Pray-TV" type inquiries annually. On the other hand,
with the spate of recently-televised disasters around
the world there have arisen numerous off-the-cuff
"relief appeals" of varying extent and expertise. It
•
is these latter ones that cause us concern, as the
time element frequently is at odds with getting structured and being "permitted" to get on with the proposed
relief service."
E)

Association Cooperative d'Economie Familiale du
Centre de Montreal (ACEF):
"Notre avocat, Jean-Pierre Fafard, a depose Ie
2 octobre 1985, 18 poursuites judiciaires afin d'obtenir
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suivi des cours a [mouvement international :~ . Le
total des poursuites s'eleve a 350,000 $. Deux cas
ont ete regles hors cours musqu'a present
Les organismes de consommateur doivent etre sensibilises aux problemes existants dans ce domaine pour
referer les cas a qui de droit. Nous croyons que les
plaintes doivent etre centralisees. Si des recommandations sont proposees,il est essentiel alors d'aller chercher l'appui des autres groupes de consommateurs ...
La legislation actuelle n'est pas adequate. Un des
mandats du comite d'etudes sur les sectes (Projet Culte,
Corporation professionnelle des psychologues "du Quebec,
ACEF-Centre, Departement de laoprotection de la Jeunesse)
est de soumettre des modifications aux lois pour limiter
les degats dans ce domaine
Quelques recommandations:
1) Que Ie commerce des cours de relations humaines
soit reglemente. Presentement n'importe qui peut
s'improviser therapeute. Les consequences psychologiques peuvent etre consider abIes pour certaines
personnes.
2) Que la vente sous pression soit interdite pour
que chacun puisse faire un choix eclaire avant
d'adherer a un organisme ou un mouvement quelconque.
3) Que tout mouvement religieux soit contraint a
respecter les lois existantes au meme titre que tout
citoyen et organisme. La liberte de religion sert
toujours d'argument-massue pour justifier les atteintes aux -droits des individus.
4) Qu'un comite d'etude sur les sectes soit forme au
sein du gouvernement pour que des recommandations

legales ou autres puissent etre mises de l'avant ...
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Michael Rubenstein, director, Philanthropic Advisory
Service, Canadian Council of Better Business Bureaus,
Toronto, Ontario.
"The particular problem areas PAS has come across with
charities arises from the fund raising tactics used by both
legitimate charities and by businesses either posing as
charities to collect funds or who are soliciting funds
directly.
The problem areas can be summarized as follows:
1) Professional fund raisers hired by charities to collect
money _and who do NOT disclose their true identity but
give themselves the . appearance of being the charity
itself.
2) as in no.l, and the professional fund raiser is on a
commission basis of over 20% of the funds collected.
J) Professional fund raisers using high pressure tactics to
enforce a sales pitch.
4) Misleading representations by either a professional
fund raiser or charity as to where the proceeds being
collected is being forwarded.
5) Charities using emotion and/or intimidation with their
solicitations
6) For profit businesses posing as charities to collect
funds.
In all such cases tighter legislation would prevent such
abuse. We would like to see legislation that would require
ANY fund raiser not part of charity to be required to properly identify itself as being such and to disclose the %
basis on which it collects commission. We would also like
businesses that make solicitation campaigns to be required
to state they are NOT oharities.
Our most common source of inquiry results from a professional fund raiser hired by a charity pocketing 50~ on
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you stop and consider that of the remaining 50~ anywhere
from 10 - 40% of it goes to office and administration ...
very little if any funds get to the proposed project.
In many instances phony projects are set up by charities and used to collect funds needed to pay debts.
We find most abusive (emotional) fundraising tactics arise from religious charities using promises of
eternal life and oneness with God, health, etc., to get
the donations. These religious organizations focus in on
the sick, the elderly and the poorly educated. We feel it
extremely important there be tighter CRTC regulations as
to the kinds of religious pitches made by tele-evangelists
on TV for example. The vast majority of tele-evangelists
we have co~e across follow up their TV pitches with computerized solicitations.
We would like any charities operating in Canada, to
be required by law to keep the funds collected in Canada
on a charitable project located near the donor where possible or in the alternative in Canada when a project similar
to or the same as the one solicited for exists. With credible charities such as Muscular Dystrophy or Variety Clubs,
the money collected is guaranteed to stay in Canada on projects nearest the donor. with many other organizations even
though the money is collected in Canada it is sent to projects
in the U.S. when the same projects exist in Canada. We feel
charity starts at home when possible. The obvious exception is with third world relief charities for example.
We have found numerous inquiries about charities collecting funds for use in the third world. Many callers are
not clear as to the projects being financed. We feel organizations such as [deleted ] do not clearly represent
themselves when they collect money for third world relief
and then re-route funds to political organizations.
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I would close by stating the vast majority of
problems arise from people not taking the time to
ascertain who the solicitor is. The bottom line is
no legislation can force people to take the time to
check out the soliciting organization. Legislation
can however make certain types of public disclosure
more onerous on the person doing the soliciting."
G)

~~.

Pierre Lorange, vice-president of the Comite Executif of the City of Montreal.
Certain aspects of solicitation should be regulated
at a federal level, as has been the case with regard to
prostitution. He feels that municipal by-laws in themselves are ineffective to control cross-border solicitation, direct-mail, or fundraising via the airwaves by televangelists. Mr. Lorange believes that the federal Minister of Justice consider new legislation or amendments to
existing regulations regarding solicitation, and that Con- .
sumer and Corporate Affairs and the CRTC play a role in the
implementation of said legislation.

H)

Jean-Yves Desbiens, directeur general, Bureau d'Ethigue
Commerciale de Montreal, Inc.
"Nous recevons regulierement des demandes d'information
de la part des citoyens
la recherche d'elements pour mieux
orienter leurs decisions suite aux sollicitations de ces
groupes.

a
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sujet."
I)

stewart Goodings, Assistant Deputy Minister, Consumer and
Tenancy Relations, B.C. Ministry of Consumer and Corporate
Affairs.
has sent me a copy
"This agency [Cult Project ]
of I
regarding solicitation by certain ncnprofit groups, and I simply wanted you to know that we in
the B.C. Ministry believe the information obtained ..•
would be very useful for the general public in this province.
Charitable SOlicitation by somewhat 'dubious' groups
has definitely increased in recent years in British Columbia, and we do not have the resources or expertise to provide accurate advice to consumers in this field."
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A DIRECT MAI L

A-I

Although organizations such as the Better Business Bureau
and the Canadian Direct Marketing Association have attempted to
assist consumers with regard to direct mail solicitations, these
organizations have been largely ineffective in _assisting consumers with the removal of their names and addresses from the mailing lists of certain nonprofit groups.

The department of Consu-

mer and Corporate Affairs should resolve to collaborate or directly contact their corresponding provincial authorities to enforce, where applicable, existing direct mail legislation and/or
enact legislation prohibiting harassment and fraudulent use of
direct mail solicitation.

A-2

That the

RC (IIP

(Commercial Crime, Intelligence) the

Qustoms and Excise branch of Revenue Canada, and Canada Post
should be mandated to seize solicitation material suspected of
representing fraudulent or misleading practices, as does the
United states postal Service, the Federal Bureau of Investiga1iQo and the Federal Securities and Exchange

B

Co~mission.

CONlBINES INVESTIGATION ACT

B-1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Combines Investigation
~,

that Consumer and Corporate Affairs

apply~he

regulations

of misrepresentation and fraud, within the meaning of the Act,
to include all unfair and fraudulent practices of non-profit

-156organizations, including misleading advertising.
INC ORP ORATION STATUS

C'

C-l That the Incorporations Division of Consumer and Corporate
Affairs ensure that when a nonprofit or charitable organization applies to the Division to incorporate itself under a
particular name or title, that said name be clearly distinct
from other organizations already incorporated.

D PR ODUCT SAFETY
D-l

That Consumer and Corporate Affairs ensure
that all merchandise

imported into Canada for the purposes of

nonprofit fundraising comply with Canadian product quality standards, and that these measures be conducted through coordination
with Health and Welfare Canada, and Revenue Canada, Customs and
Excise.
E

CCAC r,uu'mATE

E-l

That 'consumer protection' be implemented as part of the
mandate of Consumer and Corporate .Affairs, insofar as it relates to issue areas that arise which cannot be effectively
resolved on a regional scale, but are in the national interest
to both the consumer and the marketplace.

F
F-l

BILATERAL CONSU:GTATION
That Consumer and Corporate Affairs take a leadership or
coordinating role in contacting other federal government depart-

-157ments and agencies, for the purpose of

reco~~ending

the imple-

mentation of new legislation, or the more rigid enforcement
of existing legislation.

Departments which should be

incl~

ded in these consultations are:
- Revenue Canada, with consideration given to questionable
'charitable' or 'non-profit' status of certain organizations
- financial disclosure
- the informational efficacy and the viability of existing
"public information returns."
- CRTC,

with respect to fraudulent or misleading solicitation

on the airwaves
- Justice, regarding provisions of the Criminal Code relating
to fraud
F-2

That the Standing Committee on Consumer and Corporate
.A£fairs act as a vehicule for the acquisition and expedition
of statistical data on the general issue area, from other federal, provincial and municipal government departments, and,
where this data is currently unavailable, that the Committee
request to these other departments that they begin to compile
said data and information.
These undertakings will serve to identify more comprehensively the issues, trends, and magnitude of questionable fundraising

or

financial affairs of certain nonprofit groups, and

will provide a sound basis for any legislative amendments or
new legislation to be introduced .

-158G THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR
G- l

That Consumer and Corporate .Affairs support voluntary and
consumer organizations who have an active interest and concern
in the issue area, such as the Better Business Bureau, the
Philanthropic Advisory Service, the Canadian Council on Children and Youth, the Canadian Centre for Philanthropy, the Canadian Direct Marketing Association, and others, so that they may
effectively provide information to consumers and represent their
interests where warranted.

G-2

That Consumer and Corporate .Affairs aid in the expedition
of inter-voluntary organizational communication on the ·issue area,
and facilitate the acquisition of statistical data and information by the vOluntary sector from other federal government departments, and, that reciprocally, information on the issue

a~ea

be

collected from the vOluntary sector by Consumer and Corporate
Affairs.
H Education
H-l

It is recommended that all courses of an educational nature,
(i.e., mind development, therapy, etc.) be reviewed by several independant accredited organizations before permits are issued to
groups promoting said courses.

For example, a group applying for

a permit to conduct mind development seminars might be reviewed
by the provincial board of education, an association of psychologists and a federal or provincial

goverTh~ent

consumer agency, etc.
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~aw

Enforcement
That federal, provincial and municipal law enforcement

agencies be requested to compile data on complaints and cases
regarding fraudulent or misleading solicitation practices.
This might be conducted over a specific trial time-period.
J
J- l

Civil Rights
That any action taken by the government, the private sector
or the voluntary sector regarding the issue area, be it legis lative or otherwise, be conducted with consideration to, and in
full accordance with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedons .

SECTION E
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Projet Culte / Cult Project
CENTRE D'EDUCA TION ET DE RESSOURCE SUR LES SECTES
AN EDUCA TION AND RESOURCE CENTER ON CUL TISM
3460 STANLEY STREET, MONTREAL. QUEBEC H3A 1R8 • TEL: (514) 845-9171

rear Sir;Madam:
'Ihe Cult Project, by virtue of a research grant obtained fran COnsurer and COrporate
Affairs Canada, is presently conducting research into the solicitation techniques
employed by certain charitable and not-for-profit Organizations who appear to exploit
rather than fulfill the expectations they create.
Over the years, the Cult Project, consurer and camrunity groups, and law enforcerrent
agencies have received carplaints and enquiries regarding the conduct of certain new
rroverrents re their activi ties in the rrarketplace. 'Ihese groups range from new religious
rroverrents, non-professional therapy or encounter groups and hunan potential rroverrents
to para-relief agencies and TV evangelists. Cc:rrplaints and concerns about these groups
by consurers have usually fallen into the following areas:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

misrepresentation during solicitation
misleading advertising
unfair business practices
funds not allocated for purposes originally stated
excessive pressure tactics to join a rroverrent , donate rroney or take a "course"
breach of contract
exorbitant fees charged for courses or products
fraud

'Ihe Cult Project is presently attempting to evaluate the extent of the above practices
and other related areas pertinent to the mandate of the research project. If your
organization has received inquiries, carplaints, or has had related experiences
regarding the above-rrentioned groups and practices, we ask your tirre and patience in
preparing the following infonration, where possible:
1)
2)
3)
4)

'Ihe type of group which has cone to yOur attention.
'fie practices of the group which. consurers have questioned.
case histories where possible (names of individuals are not necessary) .
Your recc:mrendations as to how consurers can best be protected without infringerrents
on civil liberties.

Prolet ~ but nOlHucratlf, n'appartanant ~ aucune confession subvantionn6 par des dons prlv6 at publics
A non-profit, non-danominatlonal project funded by privata and public donations
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If your organization has not had direct experiences regarding this issue, your cc::mnents
and opinions would nevertheless be of value to us. We have attempted to ensure that
replies to this questionnaire const:JIre the least t.irre FOssible. H<ftlever, the rrpre
infonnation you can provide, the better.
Should you have any questions regarding our request, you rray contact myself,
C1arles Ma.cLecd, or, Mike Kropveld, Director of the Cult Project at (514) 842-6405.
siocere thanks in advance for your t.irre and cooperation, and our best wishes of
success to your organization in all your endeavours.

Qrr

Yours sincerely,

/~/

/
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.

C1arles Ma.cLecd
Research Coordinator

